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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Monday

Supercab:
the new way
to travel

September 18,2006
Volume 101. Issue 22
WWWBGNEWS.COM

Students leap
over hurricane
obstacles
Enrollment at
Mississippi's eight

By Meaghan Garaghty

Jt

Reporter

state universities
increased this year,

As I he wheels on his 73 Dodge
van go round and 'round.
University alumnus Derek
Wagner provides students
and the local community
with Bowling Green's only
late-night cab service.
Called Supercab, Wagner
founded the cab service this
past January, and has led
the business ever since. But
Wagner notes the business
lias not been without its fair
share of problems.
"It's like God wasn't on our
side. Every little thing that
could go wrong, did." Wagner
said.
Wagner faced mechanical
problems with his two other
vans, keeping Supercab currently running with only one
van. I lowever, he is confident
a second van will be running
within the next week.
Beyond these initial mishaps, Wagner has been making progress with his business.
At S3 per person per destination, Supercab offers the lowest fares in the state of Ohio.
Changes in hours of availability have boosted business,
too. Supercab now offers rides
anywhere in the city from 8
p.m. to 3 a.m., seven days per
week. And with 1-1 seats in the
vehicle, passengers are able

despite damage
caused last summer
by Katrina | Page 3

G^

Pope says he is
'deeply sorry'
for speech

\\

Pope Benedict XVI
publicly apologized to
Muslims offended by
an anti-Islam quote
he read last week
during a speech in
Germany. | Page 5

Fishing for a job

Falcons sweep
volleyball
tournament
The Women's
Volleyball team is
now 10-2 after

JLD helps students bait employers

winning four straight

By Adam Shapiro

As part of the Student Employment
Services in the University's Career
Center, the JLD Program helps curAs a full-time student, reeling in a rently enrolled students find partgood part-time job can sometimes time and seasonal off-campus jobs.
be a difficult task, and many students
This federally-funded program utiaren't aware of the ocean of opportu- lizes WorkNet — an online forum
nities surrounding them.
where students can search not only
One of these commonly unknown for off-campus jobs, but also on-camopportunities is the lob Location and pus jobs, internships, co-ops and
Development (JLD) Program that helps career employment opportunities.
"The Career Center of fers a one-stop
students dive into the local workforce.
shop that benefits both students and
employers." said PegBucksky, the JLD
Program coordinator. "Employers
submit their job vacancies, we post
them at no-charge on WorkNet, and
the students can view postings without even leaving home."
Hundreds of businesses across the
country are affiliated with the Career
Center through WorkNet, and many
local businesses are constantly being
added to the list.
Before construction even ends
on new local businesses such as
Starbucks and Chipotle, Bucksky is
there delivering information on the
Reporter

matches this past
weekend. | Page 6

Falcons win
against Fill
BG won its fourth
straight road game
over the weekend in
Miami | Page 6
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Duquesne

players shot
near dorm

0*^

Two students are in
critical condition after
a campus shooting in
Pittsburgh | Page 10

See JOBS I Page 2
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Text message
leads police to
missing girl

b
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A 14-year-old giH was
rescued yesterday
after being kidnapped
and kept in a bunker.
| Page 10
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Are you celebrating
"International Talk
Like a Pirate Day?"

rl
Brian Mclntyrt, Junior.
IPC

"Yeah. I am. Argh!
Pirates are sweet"

TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 64. Low: 46

k

Lower gas prices give Ohioans temporary relief
COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohioans
are reveling in a little relief at
the gas pump, as prices across
the state fell to 30 cents below
the national average in the
past week.
While drivers may not be
getting sticker shock filling up
their tanks, experts caution
that those prices are dependent on several changeable factors that could cause prices to
spike again.
Overall, fuel prices across the
state fell nearly 60 cents in the
last month, from S2.83 a gallon

to about $2.23 a gallon Saturday,
according to AAA's daily gas
price statistics.
The price drop is a welcome
sight for many Ohioans squeezing their budgets to allot more
money toward fuel.
"The price has been outrageous. I don't make^enough to
pay for it," said Jody Suttle of
Cincinnati.
Central Ohio residents are seeing the most benefit so far, with the
average price of regular unleaded
gasoline hovering around $2.16
Saturday, with prices at some sta-

tions dipping below S2.10.
"Labor Day has come and
gone, and it's theend of the summer travel season. You tend to
see a decline this time of year,"
said Sandra Guile of the AAA in
Cincinnati.
Nationwide, a number of factors have combined to propel the
price of gas downward, including a relatively quiet hurricane
season in the gulf coast and easing concerns that geopolitical
See PUMP | Page 2

Plummeting prices
The average cost for a regular gallon of gas in Ohio is $2 21 according
to AAAs Web site These 10 stales
also have low gas prices compared
to the rest of the nation
I Missouri
I Oklahoma
I Iowa
I Kentucky
I Minnesota
I Indiana
I
I
I
I

South Carolina
Kansas
Michqan
Georgia

I Arkansas

$2.21
1224
$227
$229
$229
$2.i0
$2 51
1232
$2.52
$256
$259

SUPERCAB
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Low-demand
programs to
be drot"
By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

Two academic programs anno longer available to future
Universitv students, at least for
the time being.
A minor in driver education has been cancelled, and
a specialization in hospitality management has been suspended until the program can
be reviewed.
John Clark, director of
Student and Information
Services, said students have
not expressed any interest in
the driver education program
for a long time.
Our reports show no students listed for a driver education program for five years."
he said.
Because the program has
been inactive, the University
has officially removed it from
the programs it offers.
In addition, the hospitality
management specialization
In the College of Business
has been suspended, due to
the resignation of the program's director.
"The director of the program retired suddenly."
Tim Chambers, director of
Undergraduate Students in
Business, said.
But Mark Gromko, vice
provost for Academic
Programs, said students in
hospitality management
have no need to worry.
"Whenever a program is
eliminated we make sure that
the students who are currently
in it can complete it." he said.
Since the retirement of the
former director, the college has
hired a short-tcnn replacement
to keep the program going.
In addition to these programs, a few programs are
switching colleges.
The healthcare administration program will move from
the College of Business to the
College of Health and Human
Servicesandaspecializationin
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"Our reports show
no students listed
for a driver education program for
five years."
John Clark | Director
actuarial science has moved
from the College of Business
Administration to the College
of Arts and Sciences.
According to Gromko.
elimination of programs is
not unusual.
Academic programs go
through a review process
each year.
"There's a constant turnover of programs.'' Gromko
said.
There were eight programs
eliminated in 2004, but the
last couple of years have had
fewer removed.
Gromko said there are usually an equal number of programs that are added to make
up for those taken away.
Eliminated
programs,
Gromko said, have all "outlived their usefulness.''

POLICE
BLOTTER

tensions could disrupt the
supply. Guile said.
Also,
refineries have
switched from producing
smog-reducing fuel to a
cheaper winter blend.
Ohio also benefits from
competitive gas stations, a
few in-state refineries and its
close proximity to an east
coast oil pipeline, Guile said.
So how low can the prices
go, and how long will the
respite last? Experts warn
that drivers shouldn't get
comfortable. While prices
should stay low through the
KIKMSOSATO JP PHOTO
end of the year, it wouldn't
GOING DOWN: The price for a gallon of regular unleaded gasoline dropped to $2.09 at a
take much to drive them
Speedway gas station Saturday in Columbus. Fuel prices all across Ohio have dropped nearly
close to S3 again.
Fuel prices will hit their 60 cents in the last month, but experts warn against getting too comfortable, saying prices
lowest around Halloween, could easily rise back up to $5 per gallon if tensions rise in the Middle East or a hurricane hits
earlier than last year when an oil rig Gas prices are expected to bottom out around Halloween
prices bottomed out around
measures they've adopted just
Thanksgiving,
said Tom Guile said. "Hut I wouldn't
Kloza. senior analyst at Oil bang my hat on that only because prices are sliding.
It's a sentiment echoed by
Price Information service in because there are so many facKm kv ill.-. Md., which moni- tors that play a part [in gits Aaron I'onzani, who lives in
tors energy markets. He pre- prices|. Those will continually Grandview Heights, near
Columbus.
dicts national averages won't be a concern."
"I'm hoping that people
All it would lake is a flare
drop below 52 per gallon.
"I don't agree with the cheer- up in Middle Hast tensions or realize that if they don't drive
,i~ much or if they don't buy
leaders who think were going a hue season hurricane and
SUVs, that they can keep
back to SI, $1.50" per gallon prices would climb due to disruptions in production, Guile demand lower and prices
nationally, Kloza said.
"It would be real nice to see said. She hopes people don't lower," Ponzanl said. "Tin hopthose prices drop below $2," cast aside any fuel-saving ing these pi ices stay down."
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BG NEWS WIRE SOURCES
PORT CLINTON. Oho (AP) - A Iwflyng hekopter cashed mo Lab Ene on
Saturday less than a mile from the DavisBesse nuclear plant, njuf ng the two people
«rside. authorities said
The pilot told police he was flying about
26 feet above the We dong a survey »hen
the helicopter's front-mounted nstrument
boom hit the water and caused it to flip,
said dispatcher Dana Faunda of the State
Highway Patrol post in Sandusly.
Pilot James Purkis. W. of Ashland. Ore.
and passenger Kristin Judy. 22. of Eugene.
Ore. managed to get out of the hekoptei
after it crashed
A boater let them hang onto the side of
the boat untl authorities anwd Faunda sad
The hekopter was completely submerged, said Port Clinton poke officer
Daniel laid, who responded to the scene
He sad Purkis had cuts on his face from
broken glass

11.1) program in hopes they will
join the list of businesses on
WorkNet.
And she doesn't stop there.
There are numerous ILD
employers in all of northwest
Ohio, including several businesses at the continually
expanding Levis Commons
shopping center in Perrysburg
— a lO-minutc drive from

Bowling Green.
Registered businesses simply
have to fill out a brief job posting form online, and then the

jobs will be listed on WorkNet,
Students can log on to
WorkNet through the Careei
Center's Web site at www.bgsu.
edu/oflices/sa/carecr.
After creating a profile.
which takes approximately 10
minutes, students can access
do/ens of local jobs listings

from a variety ol companies.
Students can even upload their
resumes and apply to some of
the positions online
It isr,is\ III use," said senior
leniWargacki, "Youjusl typein
what you are looking for, and it

comes up."
Last school year, Wargacki
worked as a daycare assistant
ai The Nurturing Nook — a
job she discovered via WorkNet

are hiring so students can gel
a better idea of what they want
Wargacki said.
uinknct Isagreatwaytoilnd
jobs that you know you want or
that you can use in your future
career," said Wargacki. an early
childhood education major.
Since the II .1) Program began
in 2000. off-campus employers
reported hiring 8,7(>6 students
with nearly S29 million in esli-
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"Worknet is a great way to find jobs
that you know you can use
in your future career."

'
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6:07 a.m.

Jeni Wargacki | Senior

SUNDAY
1:23 a.m.

■

■

— and was named the 1)11
i ,IIII|IIIS Student Employee of
the rear,
WorkNet K|U'S a lot ol information on the positions available and the companies that

^Student ChecKtn9

mated total earnings.
And while money is usually
the biggest motivator for students, there are other benefits
to having an off-campus job.
Wargacki enjoys the chance
it gives her lo get away from
campus and meet new people,
even though it takes time aWB)
from her friends, she said.
Also, many studies have
shown that students who work
10 to 15 hours per week tend
to do better in school and are
more likely to graduate.
"It's really about finding a
balance and using good time
management skills," Bucksky
said. "II a student feels their
grades are beginning to drop
it is important that they look at
their work schedule and extracurricular activities and make
adjustments as needed."

SUPERCAB
From Page l

Get a free iPod shuffle"
when you sign up for KeyBank's Student Checking Package

to travel without dividing groups
of friends heading to the same
location.
lodi Cotterman, one of the
manycab-goersthispastSaiti relay
night, was thrilled Bowling Green
had such a servici'.
Staying at the Best Western
hotel and recently returning
from a close friend's wedding,
(jxterman and her friend needed
a ride from the downtown area
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3:12 a.m.

i'wted

11:52 p.m.
■

on of alcohol, p^.:

back to the hotel.
"We called liest Western and
they called Supercah for us," said
Cotterman. She said she was
grateful they didn't have to walk
the one mile from laco Hell to
Best Western after midnight.
A regular Supercah passengei
himself, Best Western assistant
manager .Hocco Mazza made
it a priority to let guests like
Cotlermanknouaboiii Supercah.
and when possible, he calls on
their behalf.
"Best Western has a shuttle service which goes till 9
p.m.," Mazza said. "But for all
the people going to the bars,

Supercah has saved them."
According to Wagner, most of
the rides lie pnn ides are for people wanting to go to parties or the
downtown bars.
Emily Kolozsi and Scott Weber.
iwo University students who
have used the service to ride to
I he downtown nightlife, said they
believe "Supercab |is| the greatest
invention ever."
Kolozski said while she doesn't
mind that the University doesn't
offer a service like Supercah.
she does believe the University
should realize students are in
need of late night services around
the city, and not just on campus.

• Free Checking Account
Frea debit card" with MasterCard' PdyPaas Tap N Go" technology
- Free use of any ATM - plus recewe rBimbuwrr^ni. up to 86 per
month ot ATM io*$ charged by ottux bonks""

- Ho monthly 'was or minimum balance
,
• No Annual Fee Credit Card' wilh t%casb barall net purchases
Online Bankina with onim*? statements

__

,_

KeyBank

To obtain KeyBank's Student Checking Package, visit

^^N^»

Key.com, your nearest KeyBank location at 300 S. Main

\T

St., 1098 N. Main St. or call 1-868-539-1234 today.

fl

Achieve anything.

KLEVERS JEWELRY
W/wek out GUV new we^dite

|

www.Kleversjewelrystore.com
■

■

■

Diamond Solitaires • Pendants • Earings • Bracelets
Jewelry Repair & Engraving

Corner of Pot; & Haskins •419.353.6691 • 1.800 569 3988
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Hard drives in the
bedroom lead to
lower sex drives
By Christine L.me

"If a laptop is getting

U-Wire
The BlackBcrry vibrates on the
oak dresser.
The laptop computer glows
from atop the down comforter
on the bed. The spouse glares
from the pillow next to you.
Messaging devices are everywhere, from movie theaters to
moving vehicles. And now, they're
moving into the bedroom.
Cables and wires once tied
workers to home or oifice computers. But today's expanding wireless networks and ever-shrinking
electronics provide more mobility
and freedom. And that can mean
couples paying more attention to
hard drives — and sometimes less
to sex drive—in the boudoir.
Local therapists and national
researchers arc seeing the impact
"I've certainly seen that as an
additional issue to so many other
intrusions to a married couple's
very limited time," said leannie
(iilinsky, a licensed mental health
professional at New Perspectives
Counseling Xi'llierapy in Omaha.
()ne couple's marriage ended in
divorce because the husband was
addicted to online games, which
he sometimes played on the laptop in lied, she said.
One local woman working on
a political campaign responded
to messages on her BlackBcrry
by taking the liny device to bed,
much to her husband's irritation.
When done, she'd set it on the
nightstand, hut as more messages arrived, the vibrating signal would awaken both of them.
Finally, she started turning it off
after 11 p.m.
Another couple, real estate
team
Mark
and
lennifer
llinrichs. have experienced
technology creep.
Because they must be accessible to clients, their smartphones — cell phones with cmail — regular cell phones and
laptop sometimes land in the
bedroom. While one works on
the laptop, the other might flip
on the cable channel showcasing local homes for sale.
But if they're not negotiating
a contract and catch themselves
in the technology spiral, they
shut off everything.
"It can be irritating,'' Mark
said. "But it just doesn't happen
that often. We made the decision about a year ago to say that
if we're at home with the kids,
then we'll just chill out.''
Not all couples find messaging devices irritating.
lason Fisher, vice president of
sales and leasing for the Lund
Company, said getting wireless
capabilities at home several
years ago was one of the best
decisions he has made.
"It very much helped our
relationship because we didn't
fight over the computer anymore.'' he said.
After the couple's 2-year-old
daughter is put to bed around
8:30 p.m., he responds to work
e-mails on his laptop in bed
while his wife checks her online
antique business from the office
computer.
If he's still working when she
comes to bed, she'll often watch
the bedroom TV, he said.
"Rather than stay until 7 p.m.
In the office, I can leave at 6 and
know that I can have an hour to
answer e-mail after my family
goes to bed. That's the choice 1
make — to have less sleep — but
I have a better quality of life,"
he said. "It allows me to have a

in the way of
intimacy, you've got
bigger issues"
asor higher j I und Company
much better work-life balance."
The issue is not technology, he
said, but rather how you manage priorities and time, using
technology to enhance, not take
over, your life.
"If a laptop is getting in the
way of intimacy, you've got bigger issues," he said.
Often, marital experts say,
that is indeed the case.
"I don't know if electronics could cause a problem in a
good relationship, but it could
further erode a relationship that
is in crisis or in trouble,'' said
(iilinsky, the mental health professional. "It could be used to
avoid intimacy or face whatever
issues they do have as a couple."
Commun leal Ion problems
are among the biggest in causing marital and sexual problems that often lead to divorce,
said Undsaj Novak, a licensed
mental health practitioner at
the Adlerian Center for Therapy
in Omaha.
Adding
communication
devices to the bedroom can
damage lines of communication
between spouses, she said.
The problem is cultural as well
as interpersonal.
"People have enough (rouble
tolerating intimacy and seeking out intimacy," said William
Munro, a clinical social worker
and psychotherapist at New
Perspectives Counseling &
Therapy.
"It's one more room that's
been invaded by something that
lakes people apart. A computer
is something that draws you into
it, and away from other people.
It's a very limiting, nonsocial
experience."
Another cultural shift is in
people's expectations,
Communication devices have
enabled more rapid interactions
and responses, so people expect
quick replies, said Stephen
Cutcliffe, director of the Science.
Technology and Society Center
Program, which studies the relalionship between technology
and society, at l.ehigh University
in Bethlehem, Pa.
One study by Duke University
sociologists offers an interesting
twist, however.
The study compared data
I nun 1985 a lid 200-1 and showed
that the number of people who
say they have no one with whom
to discuss important matters
has more than doubled.
However, it also showed that
the number of people who
depend totally on their spouses
for discussing important matters has increased from about 5
percent to about 9 percent
So while our connection to
others has declined, our connection to spouses has grown
stronger.
Marital experts say technology in the bedroom isn't a sign
that a relationship is doomed
but that couples need to keep it
in check.
"Television has always been a
way that couples have felt there
is an intrusion in their relationship," Gilinsky said, "Everything
in moderation is what it comes
down to."

Take a 30-minute study break.

SHAWNDA HESS

HOWDY: A group of students do a line dance at Barn Bash last Friday Barn Bash was held at Perry Falls Miru Golf and was presented by Gu. an on campus (.
Students took part in traditional group line dancing and had fun dressing up in western-style clothing

By Melisij M. Sc.ill.in

MRT
Enrollment at Mississippi's
eight public universities was
up slightly over last fall, despite
damage from
Hurricane
Katrina.
Enrollment this year for all
schools is 69,889. compared
with 69,588 from last fall at
this time, according to preliminary numbers released lodaj
from the state College Board.
"This is the 11th year
in a row that enrollment at
Mississippi's
universities
has increased overall," said
Thomas Meredith, commissioner of higher education.
More education is what will
help move Mississippi forward
and enable our slate to compete in the global economy."
The University ofM ississippi
had the most students with
17,316. which Includes the
medical center in lackson.
The University of Southern
Mississippi ranks third in
number of students, with
l4,777on the Hattiesburgand
Coast campuses, ,i 1.7 percent
decrease from last fall.
Despite the slight drop.
universirj officials said they
are pleased with the numbers, considering how main
Students had to drop out

Management Inc.
Running Specials
2006/2007
Call 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

bet auseol katrina.
rhere was a 9 pen cut
increase In freshman enrollment OVei last year, the largest
increase in recent history, said
loe Paul, vice president for student affairsal Southern Miss.
"The increase in freshmen
is a big jump for us, especially in an environment where
there has been so nun h
Kalrina-relaled disruption in
the junior colleges and high
schools, from where many of
our students come," he said,
Shelby I hames, president of
USM, said he did not believe
enrollment would be this high
just a year after Katrina.
"I or us to have this kind of
increase in the freshman class
is remarkable." Thames said.
"if you had asked me a year
ago whether or noi we could
make ibis kind of recovery in
a year's time, I would nut have
thought SO."

Classes in Hattiesburg
resumed IWO weeks after the
storm; classes on < loasi campuses were out lor six weeks.
The campus in long Beach

(419)352-2878
i;iMw W
Bowl.nRCrwM.OmUOi
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FALL ENROLLMENT
Enrollment ai Mississippi's *■»:
univ»?fsil*s is up slightly o»< *
figures:

Movie: The Chorus
Meeting Room at the Wood County
Public Library
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■ OleMiss
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sorority info night
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COLOR: Ten African

SOURCES Institutions oil -i

American Artists
Fine Arts Center. Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery

40-60°° OFF
STORE PRICES

MEN'S & WOMEN'S
DESIGNER BRAND JEANS

Management Inc.

Designer Fashion Tees, Men's Polos, Shorts,
Sparkle Clubwear, Loungewear, Fashion
Jewelry, Bohemian Skirts & Tops and more
(sorry, can't advertise the brands)

I lillsdalc Apis.
1082 Fairview Ave
2 bdrms / 3 bilrm TVvnh

Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal

Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/.' bclrm.
Carports
BGSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
Findlav Pike Apts.
111/113 FindkiyPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2bdrmApts
Garage tor I vehicle
Staring at $475/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

for 6o+fc Me* 4 Wo*«j

W

Ballroom
inside
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
Sept 18-20

, rutr, r-xhinghkct «*nW to Jc.i tour hc*l And, out

Tht power to HMK IB

37"s

FAMOUS LABELS

(.r*»*niMn

.uuirmnd

The Drawers. Static Rituals.

OUTLET SALE

W-ma*K» M*fcoM on iko thansjr your body ind you I*

da you both irui

Texas Holdem Registration
Union Info Center

BRAND NAME CLOTHING

(.1 .Iceland
(Grad Students)
212 S. Church
2 bdrm I bath 1 car garageAir condition w/d hookups
Close to downtown

i urwi hi spoil

had to be moved to buildings
behind Memorial Hospital in
Gulfport.
"When you consider thai
so many ol our students had
many obstacles to overcome,
the fact that they've come
hack is a testament to their
commitment to getting an
education, even In the lace ol
adversity," said Pal loachim,
associate provost
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POLICE
BLOTTER

tensions could disrupt the
supply. Guile said.
Also,
refineries
have
switched from producing
smog-reducing fuel to a
cheaper winter blend.
Ohio also benefits from
competitive gas stations, a
few in-state refineries and its
close proximity to an east
coast oil pipeline, Guile said.
So how low can the prices
go, and how long will the
respite last? Experts warn
that drivers shouldn't get
comfortable. While prices
should stay low through the
end of the year, it wouldn't
take much to drive them
close to S3 again.
Fuel prices will hit their
lowest around Halloween,
earlier than last year when
prices bottomed out around
Thanksgiving,
said
Tom
Klu/.i. senior analyst at Oil
Price Information Service in
Ftockville, Md., which monitors energy markets. He predicts national averages won't
drop below S2 per gallon.
"I don't agree with the cheerleaders who think were going
back to SI, $1.50" per gallon
nationally, Kloza said.
"It would be real nice to see
those prices drop below $2,"

"Our reports show
no students listed
for a driver education program for
five years."
John Clark | Director
actuarial science has moved
from the College of Business
Administration to the College
of Arts and Sciences.
According to Gromko,
elimination of programs is
not unusual.
Academic programs go
through a review process
each year.
'There's a constant turnover of programs," Gromko
said.
There were eight programs
eliminated in 2004, but the
last couple of years have had
fewer removed.
Gromko said there are usually an equal number of programs that are added to make
up for those taken away.
Eliminated
programs,
Gromko said, have all "outlived their usefulness."

STATE
BRIEFS

JOBS
From Page 1

BG NEWS WIRE SOURCES
ll.I) program in hopes they will
join the list of businesses on
WorkNet.
And she doesn't stop there.
There are numerous 11.0
employers in all of northwest
Ohio, including several businesses at the continually
expanding Levis Commons
shopping center in Perrysburg
— a 10-minute drive from
Bowling Green.
Registered businesses simply
have to fill out a brief job posting form online, and then the
jobs will be listed on WorkNet.
Students can log on to
WorkNet through the Career
Center's Web site at www.bgsu.
edu/offices/sa'career.
After creating a profile,
which takes approximately 10
minutes, students can access
dozens of local jobs listings

PORT CLINTON. Oho (AP) - A lew
flyng helicopter crashed mo Lake Ene on
Saturday less than a mJe from the DavisBesse nuclear plant. m(uincj the hw people
inside, aothemties said.
The pilot told poke he was flying about
26 feet above the late doing a survey when
die hekopter s front-mounted instrument
boom hit the water and caused it to flip
sa«i dispatcher Diana Faunda of the Stale
Highway Patrol post in Sandusky.
Pilot James Purkis. 50. ol Ashland. Ore.
and passenger Kristin Judy. 22. of Eugene.
Ore. managed to get out of the hekopter
after it crashed.
A boater let mem hang onto the sde of
the boat until authority arrwd Faunda vni
The helicopter was completely submerged, said Port Onton police officer
Daniel Laid who responded to the scene
He said Purkis had cuts on In face from
broken glass.

THURSDAY
1:41 a.m
Laptop reported stolen from North
Mam Street budding over Labor Day
weekend
6:51p.m.
Children reported fighting at a West
Poe Road soccer field They were gone
when police arrived.
11:11 p.m.
Michelle L. Schoiter. 19. arrested
for underage possession of alcohol on
North Enterprise Street.
11:1tp.m.
Sheila Desai. 20. arrested for using
an ID
iiaNorthMaai
Street Par
11:52 p.m.
Bnan T. Rufi
»d for'
underage possession of alcohol on
Frazee Avenue.

GOING DOWN; The price for a gallon of regular unleaded gasoline dropprd lo U 09 at a
Speedway gas station Saturday in Columbus. Fuel prices all across Ohio have dropped nearly
60 cents in the last month but experts warn against getting too comfortable, saying prices
could easily rise back up to J5 per gallon if tensions nse in the Middle East or a hurricane hits
an oil rig. Gas pnees are expected to bottom out around Halloween
Guile said. "But I wouldn't
hang my hat on that only
because there are so many factors that play a part [in gas
prices]. Tn0S6 will continually
be a concern."
All it would take is a flare
up in Middle East tensions or
a late season hurricane and
prices would climb due to disruptions in production, Guile
said. She hopes people don't
cast aside any fuel-saving

measures they've adopted just
because prices are sliding.
It's a sentiment echoed by
Aaron Ponzani, who lives in
Grandview
Heights,
near
Columbus.
Tin hoping that people
realize that if they don't drive
as much or if they don't buy
SUVs, that they can keep
demand lower and prices
lower," Ponzani said. "I'm hoping these prices stay down."

from a variety of companies.
Students can even upload their
resumes and apply to some of
the positions online.
"It is easy to use," said senior
leni Wargacki. "You just type in
what you are looking for, and it
comes up."
Last school year, Wargacki
worked as a daycare assistant
at The Nurturing Nook — a
job she discovered via WorkNet

are hiring so students can get
a better idea of what they want,
Wargacki said.
" Worknet is a great way to find
jobs that you know you want or
that you can use in your future
career," said Wargacki, an early
childhood education major.
SincethelLOProgrambegan
in 2000, off-campus employers
reported hiring 8,766 students
with nearly S29 million in esti-

nriOAY
12:21 a.m.
Ryan P Ward. 19. arrested fa
age possesson of alcohol at i
Merry Street apartment
12:21a.m.
*"d on South Prospect
Street
1:01 a.m
/. and Amanda
M. Hise. 20. arrested for underage possession of alcohol on East Coui t
1:42 a.m.
Sean Gregc
:ed for
using a fate IE
i Street
bar. He fled when he saw - 1:59 a.m.
Large group of males reported
flashing gang-.ymbot .'
Street bar. They were warned for disorderly conduct and advised they were no
tonga -»'.■.■,.. d t thi bar
5:17 a.m.
Patient at Wood County -'
reported previous assault
5:25 a.m.
.
Michael D. Ramirez. 19. arrested lor
underage under the influence -v
Wooster Street apartment
5:57 a.m.
Jan T. Jacob. 20. cited for underage
under the influence on Oough Street.
4:20 a.m.
Vehicle reported to have been shot
at Wooster and Enterpt
ing $500 w> damage Officer a 1
looked like a BB or pellet gun ...is used.
«:07a.m.
Lee E. Shank, 19. oted lor underage under the influence ar>6 op
a vehicle whk
Avenue and Oough S'c ■
11:29 a.m.
Subject attempted to take a if
CD player at a Napolecn Roa I
ment complex
5:44 p.m.
Walet reported stolen afte<
acode"*
gas station.
7:21 p.m.-5:54 a.m.
There were II loud music co i,
and part.es reported.
11:04 p.m
- . ited for
open container and underage :
sion of alcohol on Clough Street.
11:21 p.m.
Seventeen-year-old female detained
at a North Mam Street bar *attempted to get into the bar,
11:52 p.m.
Adam Mier, 19. cited for underage
possession of alcohol, pubic urnation and
open container on Summrt/Pte streets

"Worknet is a great way to find jobs
that you know you can use
in your future career."
Jeni Wargacki | Senior

— and was named the OffCampus Student Employee of
(he Year.
WorkNet gives a lot of information on the positions available and the companies that

C Student Checking

mated total earnings.
And while money is usually
the biggest motivator for students, there are other bcncliis
to having an off-campus job.
Wargacki enjoys the chance
it gives her to get away from
campus and meet new people,
even though it takes time away
from her friends, she said.
Also, many studies have
shown that students who work
10 to 15 hours per week tend
to do better in school and are
more likely to graduate.
"It's really about finding a
balance and using good time
management skills," Bucksky
said. "If a student feels their
grades are beginning to drop
it is important that they look at
their work schedule and extracurricular activities and make
adjustments as needed."

SUPERCAB
From Page 1

Get a free iPod shuffle*
when you sign up for KeyBanks Student Checking Package

to travel without dividing groups
of friends heading to (he same
location.
lodi Cotterman, one of the
manycab-gocrsthispast Saturday
night, was thrilled Bowling Green
had such a service-.
Staying at the Best Western
hotel and recently returning
from a close friend's wedding,
Cotterman and her friend needed
a ride from the downtown area

back to the hotel.
"We called Best Western and
they called Supercab for us," said
Cotterman. She said ate was
grateful they didn't have to walk
the one mile from Taco Bell to
Best Western after midnight.
A regular Supercab passenger
himself, Best Western assistant
manager .Rocco Mazza made
it a priority to let guests like
Cottermanknowabout Supercab,
and when possible, he calls on
their behalf.
"Best Western has a shuttle service which goes till 9
p.m.." Mazza said. "But for all
the people going to the bars,

SATURDAY
12:47 a.m.
Fight reported at Clough and
Summit streets. The case was referred
to the City prosecutor.
*
12:50 a.m.
ring 20 to $0 people
reported on East Napoleon Road. All
subjects were scattered when poke
arrived.
1:04 a.m
Byafl resident reported her neighbor
was exposing himself in a window of
his house. He has apparently done this
before. The resident said she will seek
prosecution if the behavior continues.
1:14 a.m.
Fight reported m a Napoleon Road
parting lot,
2:59 a.m.
Five to six males reported fighting in
front of a house on South College Drrve.
Subject said they were just wrestling,
2:42 a.m.
Brady M. Wallace. 21, and Samantha
C Herberth. 20. arrested for trespassing
at The Enclave pool. Herberth was
ted for underage possession of
alcohol.
• :40 a.m.
Male reported sleeping on a North
■ t bench.
9:04-2:51 a.m.
i en vehicles reported damaged.
11:21a.m.
Vehicle broken into on Clay Street,
ndow broken.

2:54 p.m.
Avenue resident reported
receiving strange instant messages
i to photos she posted on a
,id the male 1-";
ing to have a conversation with her and
her roc
t 51 p.m
Sean M. Murphy, 22. arrested for
■ " being found
passed out beside a dumpster on West
i Street.

10:09 p.m.
Vehicles broken into at West Poe
■ -ol parking lot
11:45 p.m.
Erica Swam.18. arrested for underage
under the influence after found passed
rospect and Court streets. She
was unresponsive to officer's questions
and was admitted to Wood County'
11:59 p.m.
^d-for
disorderly conduct and inability to care
for self at a North Mam Street bar
SUNDAY
1:25 a.m.
Officers called to remove intoxicated
male from a house on Klotz Road.
1:2ta.m.
ted at North
bjects were
warned for ciin
ing one who said he wanted to get his
Santa hat
1:25 a.m.
Subject at Sky Bar reported to be
attempting to start rights.
1:57 a.m.
Female punched m the nose on East
Wooster Street. She was taken to Wood
County Hospital,
2:14 a.m.
Subject refused to leave North Main
Street bar. Officer removed subject
2:50 a.m
Subjects assaulted in Lot 2.
5:12 a.m.
North Mam Street resident reported
her trailer was broken into.

Supercab has saved them."
According lo Wagner, most of
the rides he provides are for people wanting to go to parties or the
downtown bars.
Emily Kolozsi and Scott Weber,
two University students who
have used the service to ride to
the downtown nightlife, said they
believe "Supercab |is| the greatest
invention ever."
Kolozski said while she doesn't
mind that the University doesn't
offer a service like Supercab,
she does believe the University
should realize students are in
need of late night services around
the city, and not just on campus.
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Hard drives in the
bedroom lead to
lower sex drives
By Chriitin* Lau*
U Wire

"If a laptop is getting

The BlackBerry vibrates on the
oak dresser.
The laptop computer glows
from atop the down comforter
on the bed. The spouse glares
from the pillow next to you.
Messaging devices are everywhere, from movie theaters to
moving vehicles. And now, they're
moving into the bedroom.
Cables and wires once tied
woricctMo home or office computers. But todays expanding wireless networks and ever-shrinking
electronics provide more mobility
and freedom. And that can mean
coupled paying more attention to
hard drives — and sometimes less
to sex drive—in the boudoir.
Local therapists and national
researchers are seeing the impact.
"I've certainly seen that as an
additional issue to so many other
intrusions to a married couple's
very limited time," said leannie
(iilinsky, a licensed mental health
professional at New Perspectives
Counseling & Therapy in Omaha
One couple's marriage ended in
divorce because the husband was
addicted to online games, which
he sometimes played on the laptop in bed, she said.
One local woman working on
a political campaign responded
to messages on her BlackBerry
by taking the tiny device to bed,
much to her husband's irritation.
When done, she'd set it on the
nightstand, but as more messages arrived, the vibrating signal would awaken both of them.
Finally, she started turning it off
after 11 p.m.
Another couple, real estate
team Mark and lennifer
Hinrichs, have experienced
technology creep.
Because they must be accessible to clients, their smartphones — cell phones with email — regular cell phones and
laptop sometimes land in the
bedroom. While one works on
the laptop, the other might flip
on the cable channel showcasing local homes for sale.
But if they're not negotiating
a contract and catch themselves
in the technology spiral, they
shut off everything.
"It can be irritating," Mark
said. "But it just doesn't happen
that often. We made the decision about a year ago to say that
if we're at home with the kids,
then we'll just chill out."
Not all couples find messaging devices irritating.
lason Fisher, vice president of
sales and leasing for the Lund
Company, said getting wireless
capabilities at home several
years ago was one of the best
decisions he has made.
"It very much helped our
relationship because we didn't
fight over the computer anymore," he said.
After the couple's 2-year-old
daughter is put to bed around
8:30 p.m., he responds to work
e-mails on his laptop in bed
while his wife checks her online
antique business from the office
computer.
If he's still working when she
comes to bed, she'll often watch
the bedroom TV, he said.
"Rather than stay until 7 p.m.
in the office. I can leave at 6 and
know that I can have an hour to
answer e-mail after my family
goes to bed. That's the choice 1
make — to have less sleep — but
I have a better quality of life,"
he said. "It allows me to have a

in the way of
intimacy, you've got
bigger issues"
Jason Fisher | Lund Company

much better work-life balance."
The issue is not technology, he
said, but rather how you manage priorities and time, using
technology to enhance, not take
over, your life.
"If a laptop is getting in the
way of intimacy, you've got bigger issues," he said.
Often, marital experts say,
that is indeed the case.
"I don't know if electronics could cause a problem in a
good relationship, but it could
further erode a relationship that
is in crisis or in trouble," said
(iilinsky, the mental health professional. "It could be used to
avoid intimacy or face whatever
issues they do have as a couple.''
Communication problems
are among the biggest in causing marital and sexual problems that often lead to divorce,
said Lindsay Novak, a licensed
mental health practitioner at
the Adlerian Center for Therapy
in Omaha.
Adding
communication
devices to the bedroom can
damage lines of communication
between spouses, she said.
The problem is cultural as well
as interpersonal.
"People have enough trouble
tolerating intimacy and seeking out intimacy," said William
Munro, a clinical social worker
and psychotherapist at New
Perspectives Counseling &
Therapy.
"It's one more room that's
been invaded by something that
takes people apart. A computer
is something that draws you into
it, and away from other people.
It's a very limiting, nonsocial
experience."
Another cultural shift is in
people's expectations.
Communication devices have
enabled more rapid interactions
and responses, so people expect
quick replies, said Stephen
Cutcliffe, director of the Science,
Technology and Society Center
Program, which studies the relationship between technology
and society, at Lehigh University
in Bethlehem, Pa.
One study by Duke University
sociologists offers an interesting
twist, however.
The study compared data
from 1985 and 2004 and showed
that the number of people who
say they have no one with whom
to discuss important matters
has more than doubled.
However, it also showed that
the number of people who
depend totally on their spouses
for discussing important matters has increased from about 5
percent to about 9 percent.
So while our connection to
others has declined, our connection to spouses has grown
stronger.
Marital experts say technology in the bedroom isn't a sign
that a relationship is doomed
but that couples need to keep it
in check.
"Television has always been a
way that couples have felt there
is an intrusion in their relationship," Gilinsky said. "Everything
in moderation is what it comes
down to,"

Take a 30-minute study break.

SHAWNDA HESS

HOWDY: A group o( students do a line dance at Bam Bash last Friday. Barn Bash was held at Perry Falls Mini Golf and was presented by Ciu. an on-campus Christian organization
Students took part m traditional group line dancing and had fun dressing up in western-style clothing.

Mississippi students return despite Katrina
because of Katrina.
There was a 9 percent
increase in freshman enrollment over last year, the largest
increase in recent history, said
|oe Paul, vice president for student affairs at Southern Miss.
"The increase in Freshmen
i~ ;i big jump for us, especially in an environment where
I here has been so much
Katrina-related disruption in
the junior colleges and high
schools, from where many of
our students come," he said.
Shelby Thames, presidenl ol
USM, said he did not believe
enrollment would be this high
just a year after Katrina.
"I or us to have this kind of
increase in the freshman class
is remarkable," Thames said.
If you had asked me a year
ago whether or not we could
make this kind of recovery in
a year's time, I would not have
thought so."
Classes in Hattiesburg
resumed two weeks after the
storm; classes on Coast campuses were out for six weeks.
The campus in Long Beach

By M.liis. M. Sc.ll.n
MRT

Enrollment at Mississippi's
eight public universities was
up slightly over last fall, despite
damage from Hurricane
Katrina.
Enrollment this year for all
schools is 69,889, compared
with 69,588 from last fall ill
this time, according to preliminary numbers released today
from the state College Board.
"This is the 11th year
in a row that enrollment at
Mississippi's
universities
has increased overall," said
Thomas Meredith, commisskmer of higher education.
"More education is what will
help move Mississippi forward
and enable our state to compete in the global economy."
The Universityof Mississippi
had the most students with
17,316, which includes the
medical center in Jackson.
The University of Southern
Mississippi ranks third in
number of students, with
14,777 on the Hattiesburg and
Coast campuses, a 1.7 percent
decrease from last fall.
Despite the slight drop,
university officials said they
are pleased with the numbers, considering how many
students had to drop out
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FALL ENROLLMENT
Enrollment at Mississippi's eight public
universities is up slightly over last year s
figures

Movie: The Chorus
Meeting Room at the Wood County
Public Library

■ University.. Fall 2005 .. fall 2006
■ OleMiss

16.928

17516

■ MSU
16.101
■ USM
.15.050
■ Jackson State..8.416

.16206
14.777
8262

9:15 p.m.
Omega Phi Alpha service
sorority info night

■ Delta State

4216

Kreischer Compton-Darrow

■ Akom State

4119
5.544

5.559

■ M,ss Valley 5165
■ MUW

2285

■ Total

69588

5.145
.2.428
.

69.889
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COLOR: Ten African
American Artists
Fine Arts Center. Dorothy Uber
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212 S. Church
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Air condition w/d hookups
Close to downtown
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had to be moved to building!
behind Memorial I lospital in
Ciulfport.
When you consider thai
so many of our students had
many obstacles to overcome,
the fact that they've come
back is a testament to their
commitment to getting an
education, even in the face of
adversity," said Pal loachim,
associate provost.
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"We are not advising people to cook product that may have E. coli.
What we're advising people is. don't eat it." - Dr. David Acheson
the chief medical officer for the FDA's food safety center, from Time.com
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IE STREET Are you celebrating 'International Talk Like a Pirate Day" tomorrow?
"Yargh!"

"Yes. Who doesn't
want to be a pirate,
ya know?"

"I am! I really am
because I had to be a
pirate all summer for
Children's Theatre."

"I don't even know
what that is"

KRISTEN BASORE.

LES ALMEIDA.

SEANCRISAFI

Sophomore, Muycal

Freshman. Prelaw

Freshman Bio Chemistry

JON BOSSCHER

Hie Bush administration is finally
feeling tin1 weight "I mounting
International and domestic pressure lo renounce torture once
and for all.
As a result, the Pentagon has
released a new army field manual
which expressly forbids inhumane Interrogation methods.
At the same time. Bush
announced the transfer of M
so-called "high value detainees"
from secret CJA sites around the
world to < iuantanamo Bay to
await trial.
To be sure, the CIA "black sites'
they left make (iilino look like
Disney Land
The prison-, are pan "I a fun
little prognun called extraordinary rendition, whereby terrorist
suspects receive an all-ex|x'iw.paul trip lo such fabulous locales
as Ijbya and Slovakia where ibex
are treated to four-star accom-

Have your own take on

Street? Or a suggestion for a

CARLIEAHRENS.
Sophomore Broadcast

question? Give us your feedback at bgnews.com.

Journalism

Bush stance on torture anything but civi
nitxlatinns including elcctro-massage therapy and dafly swims,
tii wastnatacarbattery
hooked up to their genitals and
simulated drowning?
At any rate, in the United States.
(IA activities have to withstand

pesky Congressional oversights.
Rendition solves this problem by
outsourcing our torture needs to
countries that aren't so squeamish
about heating prisoners to within
aji inch of their fives,
I lowever. despite the appearance of a softening of the Hush

administration!) position on
the issue, it is deal this is not a
reversal of policy.
Make mi mistake; contrary to
the statements of the president
asserting that "we do not torture.
thet I-\ black sites are still in

operation — a foci long denied by
ilie administration until now.
In fact, after being slapped by
the Supreme (burl for ibe uncon-

stitutionality and flagrant violation of the Geneva Convention
involved in bis proposal to try
(iitrno detainees in military tribunals. Hush has decided to take

another crack at it
This time, he has admitted the
existence ol'the (:IA black sites

against some stiff opposition from
members of his own party like
Senator lohn Mc( ain who was
actually on the receiving end of
torture in Vietnam
It's high lime ntii government
ended its sadistic little love affair
with torture, partictilariy that ol

Klialid Shaikh Mohammed.
whose Intenogation included
water boarding and other torture
techniques.
Moreover, the tempting allure
of show trials foi tiitmo detainees
must be rebuked.
While it might sooth the
emotions of Americans to see

and is asking Congress to enact

Dick Cheney who, accotdJngtoa

legislation that legalizes their
actions as well as trials for terror
suspects in which they cannot view the evidence brought
against them,
(>mld this [X'rhaps be because
the evidence was acquired while
the suspect was being tortured
and the prosecution would rather
not mention that embarrassing
little nugget!
The new proposal hinges on a
"reinieqmiation" of the Geneva
r onvention. whereby methods of
Interrogation previously considered torture are now lawful, liui
— surprise! — I le has come up

former top State Department official, provided the "philosophical
guidance" that led lolls employment in U.S. facilities.
IVen the vast majority of
interrogation experts concede
the unreliability of confessions
acquired through such means.
far example, take the case
of lose PadUta, a U.S. ciu/cn
detained for bis alleged participation in a "dirty bonitr plot, in

hundreds ol terrorists expedlendy condemned to death

November, Padflla was finally

It. as t ieorge Hush claims, we
are engaged in a struggle (or
civilization" and our opponents
are "e\ if" let's start acting like the
civilized good gUyS,

indicted on charges unrelated to

any ditty bomb. Why? Because
Padilla was arrested on the basis
of information extracted from

or life imprisonment, trying
detainees on the basis of secret
evidence and hearsay, as the
administration intends, would
be a colossal mistake.
following World War II. many
wanted show u i.ils for former
Nazis, but instead the U.S.
pushed for fair hearings and

justice was served.

The struggle against international terrorism cannot be won
by torturing and killing but only
through the superiority of our
ideas. liliad is an empty vessel,
offering its adherents nothing
more than martyrdom, whereas
tolerance, rule of law and moderation offer infinite possibilities
When we abandon these principles, we also concede the moral
high ground in what Bush calLs
"the decisive ideological struggle
of the 21 st century." not to mention providing endless footage for
al-Qaida recruitment videos.
The sooner we take care of the
administration's redefinition of
torture, the sooner we can get to
work on my definition of torture:
two more years of George Bush
and his policies.

Senl(arinensala\Baain»
jhxsdX"fa)sureu
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Fines, in lieu of prosecution
Those of us residing in
BowlingC.recn can now
breathea sigh ol relief

5VA.

thai jaywalking will no longer

go on our permanent record
That's right, the city of

Bowling Green recently
Implemented the Civil
ST/MR\WAI

Infraction Ordinance which
reduced a number of criminal
offenses to ch il infractions.

The main difference,
according lo an article in
today's BG News, is that the
offenses new carry only a
line, rather than criminal
prosecution and addition
to the offenders permanent
record.
i he recently re-classified
infractions include barking
dogs, jaywalking, noxious
weeds, inoperable vehicles,
nuisance parties, planting
trees on public property,
abandoned refrigerators and
many, many forms of littering
The B(i News would like
to thank the city for finally

QB=
Once again in college football,
the scandal bug is biting, and
this time, it's biting last veat's
poster child.
Yalicx) Sports recently broke
news concerning lieggie Bush,
the 2005 Heisman Trophy winner
from US(;. According to documents thev uncovered, Hush and
his family received over SIOUOOO
in benefits during his last two
years in school
Now, according to the NCAAs
own rules, such an action should
be grounds for two things: the
removal of USC's 2004 National
Championship and Bush losing
his Heisman trophy.
What's likely to happen,
though, is absolutely nothing.
You sec, the NCAA operates
under the idea that major schools,
such as USC, are capable of doing
no wrong. The tmth is these

VISIT US AT
BGHEWS.COM

today's People On The

Theatre
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ARE YOU MORE CONCERNED
ABOUT A TERRORIST

bringing
YOU DECIDE:
these
*^ Do you lhinir.hr;
fines better fit the
offenses
new crvil infractions7
down to
Give us your feed bad
a manon our web site
ageable
| bgnews.com
level
rhe
imrs are
much more reflective to the
"crime" committed than criminal prosecution would be.
I he new ordinance allows
a little more leeway lor people
to explain their situation and
ID remedy the situation for
a line reduction of up to 75

THREAT NOW THAN IN THE
PAST YEARS?

32% YES (30)
61% NO (57)
1% UNDECIDED

0)

percent.
In addition, we would like
io remind students to stay
informed when these changes
are happening in the city we
live in.
A lisi ol the new civil offenses, as well as the fines associated with llieni, are available
through the City Planning
Department on 305 North

5% WHAT IS
TERRORISM? (5)
Tn.1 BG NWwi pol « not oMh and nrAttti
the optraora o* only thoi* Internal utan -no
h*v» ihoun to partrfipM*

Th» fuJti can-

not be assumed lo rapmant the epinxn» oi

Church St

btarnff mm In oeneral nor the put* a « -hole

NCAA too lenient with players, colleges
schools are responsible for their
athlete's actions, especially if they
knew of them and did nothing.
On top of that, stripping Bush
of his I leisman is nothing more
ill,in ,i shew of power to current future student athletes.
I les already making millions in
the NIT.and millions more in
endorsements, so he's got little to
lose but his pride.
Players taking money from
outside sources in college sports
is like baseball players shooting
steroids Into themselves: it's been
a problem for a long, long time
and there's not a whole lot being

done about It
Buckeye fans have experienced this first hand in 2003,
when Maurice Clarett came
under investigation for possibly
receiving preferential treatment
in classes I be investigation later
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uncovered that he had received
thousands of dollars in benefits
and misled investigators, but (he
NCAA did nothing to Clarett or
Ohio State.
Maybe the Buckeyes were in
tlio clear, but we'll never really
know, since the NCAA did a poor
job investigating Once they
found out what they needed
about Clarett, they wrapped up
ilu' i ase and let it fadeaway.
It's dear the NCAA Ls either
incompetent in investigating or
doesn't want to investigate. While
players come and go in four years,
the mess they leave behind can
stay for much longer.
So here's what needs to happen to Bush. Clarett, and all other
players found to be in NCAA
violation:
I) Strip any ineligible player of
the awards or records they have

accumulated. No player who
knowingly violates the rules of the
NCAA governing IMKI\ should lie
allowed to be rewarded for it.
2) Strip teams with these Ineligible players of any championships they've won. That includes
Ohio State's 2003 National
Championship. Ihe\ already
practice a similar action in college
basketball, so why not apply it to
college football?
I'm sure every single Ohio State
fan reading tliis column is thinking that isn't fair. But the Buckeyes
may never have won the 2003
championship if it wasn't for
Clarett, especially since he scored
the winning touchdown in the
Fiesta Bcrwi. So unfortunately, it
would be the correct tiling to do
3| Put schools undergoing
NCAA investigations on a probationary period until the investi-
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gation is itxi percent complete;
Not the Strict kind of probation
the NCAA n laD) uses, but the
idea is that they will keep an eye
on ibi'team
And while I'm talking about

Investigations, the Nt A\ needs to
do a lot better job than just rubbei stamping school inquiries.
I )o your own work, even if the
school conducts an investigation,
because, here's a fact: People hide
things sometimes.
4) If a current student-athlete
has found to knowingly violate
NCAA rules, don't just make ilu ■ill
ineligible for their N( AA di\ ision's
season. Ihese players need to
be made ineligible front college
football for each NCAA division's
seasons, all the way down to
Division III.
The most recent example of
this happening was at Oklahoma,

w I icre star quarterback Rhett
Bomar and a fellow teammate
broke the rules. They were found
to have received payments for
work not completed at a car
dealership owned by a major
Oklahoma donor.
Both Bomar and his teammate
were suspended for this year,
but Bomar simply transferred
to Divison 1 -AA Sam Houston
State University. While the move
is completely legal under NCAA
rules, its a loophole needing to
be shut
It's time for the NCAA get
their act in gear, before they
end up looking as corrupt
and idiotic as Major League
Baseball's front office.

Se/rfaxmtfnBto&BnSffltefsibar
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APOLOGETIC POPE: Pope BeneAct XVI looks up at the ramy sky during the Angelus address in Castel Gandolfo near Rome yesterday
The pontiff said he was 'deeply sotry' about the angry reaction to his speech about Islam and said the text did not reflect his personal views.
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Pope's speech ignites international anger
By Frances D Emilio
The Associated Press
VATICAN CITY—Some Muslim
leaders accepted Pope benedict
w is explanation yesterday
of his remarks on Islam and
violence. Others said it wasn't
enough, but cautioned Followers against a violent backlash
after attacks on churches in
Palestinian areas and the slayingol a nun ill Somalia.
I he pontiff said he was "deeply sorry" his speech last week
in Germany offended Muslims,
particularly bis quoting of a

medieval text that characterized
some of the teachings Of Islam's
rounder as "evil and inhuman''
and referred to spreading Main

In the sword."
He said those words did not
reflect his own opinions.
"I hope that this serves to
appease hearts and to clarify
t he I rue meaning of my add res-.
which in its totalit] was and is
an invitation to frank and sincere dialogue,'with great mutual
respect," the pope said during
his weekly Sunday appearance
before pilgrims.
Seeking to placate spreading Muslim anger. Vatican officials previously said the pope
held Islam in high esteem and
siie-sed that the central thrust
of his speech was to condemn
the use of any religious motivaliuii for violence, whatever the
religion.
While benedict expressed
regret his speech caused hurl,
he did not retract what he said or
say he was sorry he uttered w tKH
proved to be explosive words.

Anger was still intense in
Muslim lands.
Two churches were set on fire
in the West Bank, raising to at
least seven the number of church
attacks in Palestinian areas over
ihe weekend blamed on outrage
sparked by the speech.
There was also concern that
the furor was behind the shooting death of an Italian missionary nun at (he hospital where
she worked for years in Ihe I lorn
of Africa nation of Somali i. I he
killing came just hours after a
Somali cleric condemned the
pope's speech.
"Let's hope that it will be an
isolated fact," the Rev. lederico
Lombard], Vatican spokesman,
was quoted as saying by the
Italian news agency ANSA.
lie said the Vatican was "following with concern the consequences of this wave of hate,
hoping that it does not lead to
grave consequences for the
church in the world."
Police across Italy were
ordered to step up security out
of concern that the anger could
cause Roman Catholic sites to
become terrorist targets. Police
outside the pope's summer pal-

ace confiscated metal-tipped
umbrellas and bottles of liquids
from faithful.
Benedict's expression of sorrow for the offense be caused
satisfied some Islamic leaders.
Ihe head of the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt, a banned
group but still the largest Islamic
movement in that country, said
the outrage was justified but predicted it would subside quickly.
"Our relations with Christians

should remain good, civilized
and cooperative." Mohammed
Mahdi Akef told The Associated
Press in Cairo.
Germany's Central Council of
Muslims welcomed the pope's
comments yesterday as "the
most important step to calm the
protest" and urged the Vatican
to seek discussion with Muslim
s to avoid lasting damage.
But others were still demanding an apology for the words,
including in Turkey, where questions have been raised about
whether Benedict should go
ahead with a visit scheduled for
November as the first trip of his
papacy to a Muslim nation.
"It is very saddening. The
Islamic world is expecting an
explanation from the pope
himself," Turkish Stale Minister
Mehmet Aydin told reporters in
Istanbul. "You either have to say
this 'I'm sorry' in a proper w ,i\ or
not say it at all. Are you sorry for
saying such a thing or because of

its consequences?
Mohammad al-Nujemi, a professor at the Institute of Judicial
and Islamic Studies in Riyadh.
Saudi Arabia, expressed dismay at what be called Benedict
"evading apology"
"His statements might give
terrorists and al-Qaida followeis legitimacy thai there is really
an attempt to hurt Muslims." alNujemi told Al-Arabiya television.
Russian President Vladimir
Putin earlier urged world religious leaders to show "respon
sibility and restraint" to avoid
what he called "extremes In
relations between faiths.

Nun's murder thought to be sparked by Pope's words
By Mohamed Sheikh Nor
The Associated Press
MOGADISHU, Somalia — An
elderly Italian nun who devoted
her life to helping the sick in All ic a
was shot dead by two gunmen at a

hospUalyesterdaj Inanattackpossibly linked 10 worldwide Muslim
anger toward Pope Benedict XVI.
Sister Leonefla, 65, was shot
in the back four times In pistolwielding attackers as she left the
Austrian-run s.o.s. hospital at
lunch time after finishing nursing school for trainee medic s I let
bodyguard was also slain
There was no claim of responsibility for the attack, which came
just hours after a leading Somali
cleric condemned the popes
remarks last week on Islam and
violence.
The head of security for the
Islamic militia thai controls
much of southern Somalia, Yusuf
Mohamed Siad, said one man had
been arrested and the second was
being hunted. I le said the killing
might have stemmed from the
uproar over the |>ope but stressed
he didn't know for sure.
"They could be people annoyed
by the popes speech, which
angered all Muslims in the world,
or they could haw been having
something to do with S.O.S," he
said. "We will have to clarity this
through our investigation."

I he Vatican called the killing
a "horrible episode," and Italian
President Cliorgio Napolilano
denounced it as a "horrendous
crime."
"A woman who had dedicated
her life to the service of tile weakest, tile most defenseless and the
neediest, beyond any ethnic or
religious distinction, has been bit,"
Napolilano said.
Sister Teonella, whose birth
name was Rosa Sgorbati, had lived
and worked in Kenya and Somalia

for 38 years, her family said
A doctor at the hospital, who
would give bis name only as Dr.
leckle. said she lui|Xil to teach
and to look after children. "She
was a dedicated and organized
teacher." he said.
I ler body was flown to Nairobi,
Kenya, before being relumed to

Italy, he said.
like many foreigners, Sister
Iconella traveled with a bodyguard in this I loni of Africa nation,
which slid into chaos after warlords overthrew Somalia's longtime dictator in 1991. A Swedish
journalist, Martin Adler, was shot
dead In June during a demonstration in Mogadishu.
An Islamic militia seized control
of Mogadishu in recent months
iuid has extended its control over
much of southern Somalia, challenging a weak. U.N.-backed
interim government that hasn't

been able to exert any power outside its base in Baidoa, 150 miles
from the capital.
The militia has imposed strict
religious rule in the areas under
its sway, and its Islamic courts
are credited with bringing a semblance of order, but many in the
West fear a Taliban-style regime
could emerge.
Several witnesses to yesterday's
shooting speculated it was tied to
die ftimrovrr Benedict sdiscussinn
last week, which included quoting a Hill century text that called
some of Prophet Muhammad's
teachings as "evil and inhuman."
"1 am sure the killers wire
angered by the pope's speech in
which he attacked our prophet," said Ashe Ahmed AN, who
was among those who saw the
nun shot down at the hospital's
entrance.
Earlier in the day, a leading
Muslim cleric in Somalia bad condemned the pope for offending
Muslims.
'The popes statement at this
time was not only wrong but irresponsible as well." said Sheik Not
Bantd. deputy leader of the Somali
Muslim Scholars Association
In Italy, Benedict said Sunday he
was "deeply sorry" that his speech
last week offended Muslims, saying the words he quoted about
Muhammad did not reflect his
personal opinion.

JIM'S AUTOMOTIVE
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Saturday 8 00-noon
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High Tech Service For High Tech Cars.
Over 40 Years Experience
ALL WORK GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS

419.352.8245
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Where:
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Second Floor - Multi-Purpose Room
When:
Mon. Sept. 18 thru Fri. Sept. 22
Time:
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
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UAO
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homecoming
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homecoming parade
yi SATURDAY, OCT. 14
10 A.M., WEST SIDE
OF CAMPUS
RENEW THIS HOMECOMING TRADITION!
Promote and recognize your organization or residence
hall by entering a unit in the Homecoming parade.

UNITS MAY INCLUDE:
• Traditional floats
• Decorated cars
• Walking groups

ENTRY FEE:
$20 (with a portion donated to Free the Children charity)

REIMBURSEMENT:
First 10 organizations to submit an application receive
up to a $100 reimbursement.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, Sept. 22 at 5 p.m.

THEME:
"There's no place like home"
Applications and details:
homecoming.bgsu.edu
Q
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Kings of the road

Roflow
impresses, BG
takes second
ByDmWy»r
Kccoftv

After Ix-iiig named the MidAmerican Conference's Runner
of the Week Tuesday, lamie
Roflow continued to dominate
the field on Saturday, as she
finished first for the second
year in a row in die Mel Brodt
Invitational.
"Running at home meets
is always a great experience
because that is where we get
the most support from our
family and friends who come
out to cheer us on." said
Roflow. "There is also extra
motivation when we race here
because we want to do well at
our home course."
Although she finished at
die top. Hollow's finish wasn't
enough to pmpd the women's
cross country team to victory
as they finished in second
place, three points behind Ohio
University.
"Wfe wanted to win of course,
but we knew OU would be
tOUgh," said coach (ami Wells
"They raced a little better dian
us today and we will use that as
motivation for next time."
While tin' Falcons had three
runners finish in the top ten of
the race, the Bobcats out-ran
ihe Falcons, placing four runners in die top ten to edge out a
36-39 victory
"They have a wry strong
team and are ranked second
in our conference, and the
fact that it was such a close
race gives us confidence that
we can compete widi any of
the top-ranked MAC] schools,"
Rotlowsaid.
Falcon runner Kim Setdc
finished in tliird place and set
a personal best with a time of
18:24, which was eight seconds
faster than her previous (iersonal best she set in the BGSU-

MEN S SOCCER
Falcons drop both
weekend games
See tomorrow's issue for
more details

AP POLL
This week's poll
looks a bit different
from last week
Michigan, Auburn, West
Virginia. Clemson impress
while Notre Dame.
Oklahoma. Miami and
Florida State do not.

PRO FOOTBALL
Bengals slam
Browns
Cincinnati gives Cleveland
an embarrassing beating.
Carson Palmer passed for
two touchdowns and Rudi
Johnson rushed for two
more as the Bengals rolled to
a 54-17 victor. See more
on page 7.

HEDULE
TODAY
Mtn'sGolf
John Piper Invitational @
Stonebridge, All day

Ibledo dual on Sept l.
"Kim has always been a hard
worker and she has steadily

On the way up

Improved over the years," Wells

The Michigan Wolverines,

slid." [he keys to Kim's success
have been hard work. Staying
healthy and always racuig with
a positive attitude. All Kims

after beating No 2 Notre
Dame Saturday ,
without much trouble, they have left
people wondering
if they'll be partaking in a
Big Ten winner take all game
with Ohio State on Nov. 18.

On the way down
Brady Quinn's Heisman
hopes. He threw three picks
in an embarrassing loss that
was arguably the
biggest game
of the season to
the boys in maize and blue.
Imagine the USC game now.

The List
Our experts tell us why
Notre Dame lost to Michigan
Saturday.

1. Bad Start: Nice
hands All-State, that drop
turned into a pick-6

2. Execution: What
was their offense doing that
whole first half?

UAN DIAZ
INSPIRATION: Coach Gregg Brandon cheers on his running back Dan Macon as he lights forward for yardage Macon finished the game with sin rushes for thirteen yards The coaches

Falcons win fourth straight road game, move to 2-1
By John Turn.
Sports Editor

MIAMI — The job of a back-up
quarterback is not an interesting
one. Typically, standing on the
sidelines with a headset and clipboard is all in a day's work, with
the occasional mop-up job when
the game is out of hand.
Freddie Barnes, following
a three-touchdown performance in 33-28 win over Honda
International on Saturday, does
not subscribe to this theory.
Although Anthony Turner
started the game, a dislocated left
shoulder (non-throwing) late in
the third quarter prevented him
from finishing it. Barnes took over
for the Falcons once again, leading the team downfield twice for
a total of 10 points in the fourth
quarter.
Coach Gregg Brandon is pleased

with the play of both of his young
quarterbacks.
"Freddie Barnes is a competitor,
and Anthony Turner is a warrior as
well," Brandon said. "Both of those
guys have demonstrated that we
can win with them.''
By throwing, rushing and
receiving for a touchdown, Barnes
became the first Falcon player to
pull off this feat since Josh Harris
did it against Northwestern in
2001. In all, Barnes registered ai
yards rushing, 57 yards in the air
and three yards receiving.
The most dramatic improvement BG made in its third game
was in special teams play. Sean
FJlis was two-for-two on field goal
attempts, and consistently hit
higher, deeper kickoffs then he did
in the previous two games season.
Although it was a productive day
for the freshman, FJlis missed yet
another extra point attempt.

"You can see the talent — he's
just got to develop consistency."
Brandon said.
The special team wasn't without
its share of mistakes. To start the
second half. Fill's Lionell Singleton
returned a kickoff 98 yards for a
score to bring the lantiiers within
two points of BG.
However, BG's special teams
hadascoreof its own, when hirvn
Hargrove forced an ITU fumble
following a kickoff and lerrett
Sanderson picked the ball up and
ran it in for a touchdown.
The game seemed in hand with
1:07 left in the fourth quarter. BG
up five points and Fill 80 yards
away from a win. The Golden
Panthers weren't done yet though,
as they drove 40 yards in less than
one minute to put themselves in
position to lake a shot at the end
See FOOTBALL | Page 7

GAME NOTES
■ Fredc* Barnes has now played m all
the Falcons games in 2006 He has
accumulated 527 yards iushmg. 149
passmg and even has three receiving.
■ Barnes was able to rush for. pass for
and catch a touchdown Saturday It
was the first time its been done since
2001 when Josh Harris did it
■ Corey Partridge caught five passes
for 79 yards m his 2006 debut for the
falcons He'd been out with an »njur/
the first two weeks
■ Sean EHrs was 2 for 2 on his field goal
attempts this week, and 2 of three on
his e*tra point attempts m his return
to his home state of Florida.
■ Alonso Rojas averaged 47 yards per
punt and had a long of 61 in BG s win
He also hails from Florida.
■ BG has won its last four road games
dating back to last season's 27-7 win
at Buffalo.
■ BG's quartebacks outgamed their
running backs again (his time they had
129 to the running backs'37

3. Super Mario: Nice
secondary, Mr. Manningham
appreciates all the coverage.

4. Mike Hart: He is

BG netters win four more over weekend

telling everyone the answer
as to why Michigan was so
■ bad last year, he was hurt.

5. Brady Quinn:
5 picks and two of his
touchdowns came when it
was far out of reach.

See RUNNERS | Page 8

hope to incorporate him Into the offense more as the season continues

ByAdamMiciin
Reporter

BGSU's Women's Volleyball team
did exacdy what it wanted to
do this weekend: sweep all four
matches at the Country Inn &
Suites Classic.
The Falcons improved their
record to 10-2 in their last matches going into Mid-American
Conference play against Toledo on
Friday at Anderson Arena
BGSU began the weekend on
Friday with an early match against
host Youngstown State. The team
dominated in the first game but
won two close games to dose out
the match (30-18, 30-28, 31-29).
The Falcons held the Penguins
to a .000 hitting percentage in
the first game while hitting .357

themselves. BGSU was not able
to capitalize on a six-point lead in
the second game as the Penguins
fought back to tie it at 28 all. Kills
by Stephanie Swiger and Madeline
Means closed out the second game
for BGSU.
Another sizeable lead was
squandered in the third game but
again the Falcons came through
in the dutch, scoring two points
to win the match after being tied
29-29. In the match, four Falcons
had double-digit kills, with Swiger
leading the team with 12.
"I think we played very sloppy
at times against YSU," said Coach
DeniseVan De Walle. "Wfe were not
as sharp and crisp as we normally
are but we got a win even though
we did not play our best"
In the later game Friday, BGSU

played a roller coaster of a game
against Duquesne that saw a twogame lead evaporate. The Falcons
dominated in the fifth game for a
victory.
In the first two games, BGSU
won 30-17 and 30-26 while hitting .387. Instead winning the next
game and sweeping the match,
Duquesne was able to defeat
BGSU 30-18 and 30-26 in die tliird
and fourth games to send the
match a deriding game.
The Falcons did not let
Duquesne take a third straight
game, defeating them 15-5 to
take the match. The team had a
.400 hitting percentage in that
fifth game.
Kendra Halm led the team in
kills against Duquesne with 18.
Also Swiger had 17 kills with Corrie

Domekscoring 15andConic Mills
scoring 14. Means led the team in
digs with 24 while Chelsev Meek
had 22.
"This match was similar in
many ways to our loss to CSU
earlier in the season," said Van
De Walle. "We got up two games
but saw the match taken to the
fifth game. Wfe played a great fifth
game and we put a lot of pressure
on them.''
After a 2-0 Friday, the team
returned to the floor on Saturday
afternoon to play Morehead
State. The Falcons defeated diem
in four games (32-30, 28-30, 3024,30-20).
The first game against Morehead
State came down to the very end
See FALCONS | Page 7

Men finish fifth
in Mel Brodt Inv.
ByJ«I.Wh«ttmtK>lt
Reporter

The BGSU Men's Cross Country
team had dieir work cut out for
tin-in on Saturday at die 20th
annual Mel Brodt Invitational.
BG went up against MidAmerican Conference teams,
Central Michigan, Fastern
Michigan and Ohio University
as well as Youngstown and
( iiuinnati.
Aldiough the Falcons had
decent performances from
freshman Fxldie Kipchoge and
junior Brad Wells among others, they managed a fifth place
finish with 109 points
Eastern Michigan won on
the men's side with M |X)inis.
Eddie Kipchoge inarguahly
dominated the men's race finishing first with a collegiate best
24:42.89 in tile 8,000 meter race.
He was followed by Central
Michigan's lacob Korir who finished With a 25:05.06.
The win fdt good. I really
didn't expect it," Kipdioge said.
"IKorir] was real strong I fdt
weak at die beginning of the
race, but I started to feel strong
later on."
"It was tremendous. I'm very
happy for Eddie." Wells said of
her top ninner.
Kipchoge wasn't alone on the
course though as Brad Wells
finished strong in 12di with a
26:02.07, Rogers Kipchumba
finished 26th with a 27:0630,
Kevin Kaighin finished 34th
with a 27:38.23 and Edgar
Ramirez topped off the five
scoring spots with a 36th place
finish and a time of 27:47.87.
Coach Cami Wdls is not
deterred by the overall finish
though.
"We'll keep improving as our
confidence grows. We've still
got some work to do, but it's a
See BRODT I Page 8
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Falcons can't pull off
victory against Spartans
By MMt Riddle
Reporter
The Bowling Green women's
soccer team was close but not
close enough to winning on
Friday. The I'alcons record fell
lo 3-4-0 after a heartbreaking
loss to Big Ten powerhouse
Michigan State 2-1.
The Falcons had a defensive
breakdown late in the game
with three minutes left, when
Michigan State forward Lauren
Hill broke the 1-1 tie with a late
goal in the second half.
"Considering half the team
was playing high school soccer
last year, I think we played good
and put up a good effort against
Michigan State. It would have
been nice to beat a Big Dm
opponent," head coach Andy
Richards said.
The Falcons did enough
things right in the game to win
but luck never went their way.
"We're getting better and belter every game. I think we really

FOOTBALL
From Page 6

zone for the win.
Fortunately for the Falcons, a
young secondary rose to the occasion, blanketing the FIIJ receiver
and coming up the Interception to
close the game. Sanderson made
the pick-off for BG, his second
interception of the game.
"[The quarterback] brought
everyone to one side, so we knew
where the ball was going and we
knew we had to protect the end
zone," Sanderson said. "One of us
had to make the play, any of cis
could have made the play, and I
was the lucky one to be there."
BG held strong on defense

FALCONS
From Page 6

again. After being tied 29-29. the
Falcons were able to get 2 kills
from Domek and a game ending kill from Chrissy Gothke to
win the game. After dropping
the second game, the team rallied to impressively dismiss any
chance Morehcad State had of
winning by taking the next two
games.The team hit a .365 in the
third game to set the tempo and
was able (o improve its' record to
3-0 on the weekend.
"We knew that the match with
Morehead State would decide
the tournament because both
teams started 2-0 on Friday,"

could have pulled this game
out as a victory," Richards said.
"We hit the post, missed some
chances and we were a little
unfortunate. We needed a little
more luck to beat MSU."
Three players stood out on
Friday's game — freshman
Stacey Lucas, goalie Tiffany
BG NEWS HE PHOTO
I lansen and Danielle Cygan.
Lucas scored two consecu- TOUGH WEEKEND: Altec losing a tough game at home Friday, the Falcons went to
tive goals during the past two Weight State yesterday and lost 5-0 Their record is now 3-5-0 this season They start a fouc
home games. She scored the game homestand Friday against Northern Illinois
lone goal for fid on Friday in the
but she slipped before she shot starts next week," Richards
first halt
I lansen let two tough shots and missed wide. She also had said. "Those are the games that
past her for the two Spartan a nice corner kick in the first are most important, the MAC
games are (lie ones that will get
goals, but saved IK shots on half," Richards said.
Hie Falcons have been gain- us into tournament play."
goal. I lansen was challenged all
Next on the falcons' radar
ing experience week to week
day long but held her ground,
Cygan led the Falcons with ihis season. With such a young is Northern Illinois, Friday at 4
three shots on goal and put team its a learning experi- p.m. With the start ol MAC play
pressure on the MSU defense ence'. Inn the Falcons are still it's time for the Falcons to start
competitive. The main locus defending their MAC champiall game long.
"Stacey has been playing lor lite Falcons will soon turn onship from last season.
"We're still a young team but
really well, she's had two goals tn MAC play.
the past two home games.
"Like I said before I'm really we're getting better and better
TifLim continues to man nice happv with I lie performance every game. Hopefully things
saves in the net. Danielle had Friday. It's a good time to lie start lo turn in our favor,"
some good chances to score focused because MAC play 'Richards said.
when they had to, but struggled in Barnes said "They came up with
other ways. The Falcons allowed big stops and gave us oppommi341 yards of total olTcnse. Of those iic". lo pin some more points on
yards, 232 belonged to running the board That's their job. and it's
back A'mod Ned of the Golden up to us to put more points on die
Panthers, whose scx-ed and agility hoard for lliein."
The game at FID Stadium
made him hard to tackle and kept
brought out about I .(MX) Falcon
IIII in the game.
Ned averaged over 10 yards faithfuls, approximately ISO of
each time he touched the IKIII, which were liicncls anil lamilv ol
despite ntshing for an average of freshman punter Alonso Rojas.
only 60 yards in his previous two whose home tow n is Miami. Rojas
games.
saw majni improvement in front of
"We had trouble blocking |.\ed| his cheering section, punting four
defensively," Brandon said. 'We limes lor an average of 47 yards
had tc i make some big plays to win including a long of 61 yards
Turner had 65 yards nishing
the game."
Barnes was pleased that the to go along with being IO-of-19
defense did what it needed to do for 13f> and a touchdown passing
in the end to secure a Falcon vic- Wore being knocked out of the
tory.
game. The severity of the injury is
"They played great. again," currently being assessed

Van De Walle said. "We had a
very hard-fought victory, with
Gothke getting her third triple
double of the season. We played
great, with lots of blocks and
digs. Our defense definitely
played great all weekend."
With one match left, the
tournament winner would be
decided in the late match on
Saturday between BGSU and
St. Francis. The match lasted all
of three games as the Falcons
produced their best match of
the tournament.
BGSU won the first game 3022 but that was only the start. In
the second game, the team posted a 30-5 victory as they continued to show an offensive attack
that can dominate at limes.

In that game, BGSU hit at a
.636 hitting percentage. They
closed run the match with a
closer third game, winning 3025. Freshman Milica Askic led
die team in kills for the first time
this season, as she had 11 kills
while hitting a 333.
"We had a greal weekend and
all of the wins were very good."
Domek said. "We wanted to be
10-2 going into MAC play and
we weic able to do that We feel
really good right now."
Stephanie Swigcr was named
tournament MVP while she also
joined teammate Corrie Mills on
the all-tournament team.
"Swiger played very well,"
Halm said. "She did everything
well and it was great to be able

TOMUHIMAN

The Browns lost for the second week in a row and now must play the Ravens at home
next week

Bengals romp
Browns 34-10
By Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — Even Chad
lohnson's touchdown dance

WINNING WAYS: Anthony Tuenee diops
back to pass against Fill He left the game
with a shoulder injury .n the third quarter
Freddie Barnes did a solid job m his place

to pull it all together and get
four wins."
The team must now turn its
attention to the MAC as they
will host Toledo on Friday night
at 7 p.m. The weekend continues
with a home match against Ball
State on Saturday at 4 p.m.
The team has been very
impressive through 12 matches, winning ten of them with
the only losses coming to Notre
Dame and Cleveland Slate
BGSU has won all different
kinds of matches and has proved
it can play any style of game
and be successful. The 10-2 start
Will be put lo die lest lo see if
these Falcons are for real when
the rival Rockets come to town

Friday night

A3PH0IO

SLAMMED: Charlie Frye tries to elude a Bengals defender in yesterdays game

hint.
The Cincinnati Bengals losi
three starlers lo injury, and a
bunch more were groggy and
bleeding after a 34-17 victory
Sunday over die Cleveland
Browns — troubling turn
for the defending Alt: North
champs.
'"This is probablv the mosi
hanged up we've been."' said
Carson Fainter, who was moving slow |y after the second-best
passing day of his career.
Even with their patchwork
lineup, the Bengals (2-0) had
their way with the Browns (021, who struggled inightih lo
move the hall and repeatedly
self-destructed for the second
week in a row.
"We felt like we were in position lo be able lo compete,
and we came out die first two
games and stunk it up," line
backer Andra Davis said. "It's
not a good feeling."
The Bengals weren't feeling
mo good, either, but overcame
what ailed them.
Palmer threw for 352 yards
and his firsi two touchdowns
of the season. Chris Henry,
who pleaded guilty to a gun
charge live days earlier, led the
way with five catches for 113
yards, Rudi lohnson ran for 145
yards and two touchdowns.
Ii was Palmer's sixth 300yard game and the secondhighest total of his career, the

latest piece of proof that he has
fully recovered from a knee
injury. The Bengals needed a

Steady game from Palmer on

an unsettling day.
"We go how far Carson
lakes us." said receiver kellcy
Washington, who had a 22yard touchdown catch, "lie's
a greal leader and a great quarterback."

Injuries forced one of the
Mi's most balanced offenses
to Improvise.
Receiver
T.J.
Koushmandzadeh and left
tackle Lev i Jones were inactive
with lingering injuries. During
die lirsi hall, die Bengals lost
center Rich Braham to a knee
injury, safely Dexter lackson to
an ankle injury and linebacker
David Pollack, who was taken
in a hospital for evaluation of
an unspecified neck injury.
Pollack had full movement in
his arms and legs.
Tew Bengals made il through

unscathed, i hey won anyway,
"That's what you've got
lo have

a deep football

team," coach Marvin Lewis
said. That's what the best
teams are."
This one hurl from start to
finish.
Chad lohnson got his first
touchdown of the season,

Stretching far out of the end
/.one to catch an 8-yard pass
from Palmer, lie got the tips
of his black cleats down before
landing hard on his right
shoulder.
The Pro Bowl receiver
popped up, did an encore
nl the "Chicken Dance" that
he performed at the city's
t Hctoberfesl a day earlier, then
slouched in pain. He didn't
See BROWNS | Page 8
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Birch Run Golf Club
Only 10 Minute! from Camiut!
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MATT IAMES
Sous Chef
Student Union
unl

%jtjP Weekday 18 Holes with cart
^)Jj|f Weekend 18 Holes with cart

Proudly
serving you
P
since 2006
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Savory Bites
C AU **Z> G.O M. Az

FREE T-SHIRTS
FREE SOAP
FREE DRYING
FREE GAMES
Sept. 23rd & 24th - Noon to 6PM - While supplies last.
Try our new extra large dryer. The only dryer in town
that can properly dry large comforters and blankets.

Visit our website at www.LMARIES.com
for more details and live in store video!

■ Graduated from The Cooking and Hospitality
Institute of Chicago
■ Previously worked at Navy Bistro
and Tangos
• Very interested in ethnic foods,
specifically Native American Cooking
and traditional techniques

BGSU

DINING

SERVICES

Food with Character
•

■
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APTOP25

The AP poll shaken up by
Michigan, Florida, Louisvil
By Ralph D. Russo
The Associated Pfess

took advantage.
The Tigers, who beat LSI I
7-3, have their highest ranking since tying for No. 2 with
Oklahoma on Nov. 13,2004. The
Tigers received (wo first-place
votes and are the third team to
hold the second spot in the Top
25 this season, along with Notre
Dame and Texas.
"We've got a lot of games to
play. We're very fortunate to be
where we're at." Auburn coach
TommyTuberville said. T don't
know whether we're a top-five
team. We're playing pretty
good, but we're not playing to
our potential on both sides of
the ball yet."
Auburn was 13 points ahead
ofNo.3USC.
West Virginia was up to
No. 4. Both the Trojans and
Mountaineers received two
first-place votes. Florida was
fifth, up two places after a 21-20
win at Tennessee.
In the USA Ibday coaches'
poll, Ohio State was No. 1 with
USC second and Auburn, West
Virginia and Florida rounding
out the top five.
Michigan moved up five spots

NF.W YORK —Miami is out of
the rankings for the first time
since 1999, and Auburn is the
new No. 2 in The Associated
Press Top 25.
The Hurricanes' latest lopsided loss — a 31-7 debacle at
Louisville — ended a streak of
107 consecutive poll appearances that was the nation's longest current streak.
"That doesn't really change
anything," Miami coach Larry
Coker said Sunday. "The poll
didn't help us yesterday and the
poll won't help us tomorrow.
Doesn't change anything."
With seven games matching ranked teams on Saturday,
the poll got its first significant
shake-up of the season.
Not atthe very top, (hough, as
Ohio Stan- remained No. i tor
the fourth straight week. The
Buckeyes received 59 first-place
votes from a panel of 65 media
members.
Notre Dame's first loss of
the season vacated a spot right
behind Ohio Stale, and Auburn

BROWNS

said. "He's a little loopy. He's a
little out of it."
TheBengals'balanceallovved
them to stay unbeaten for their
long-awaited game nextSunday
in Pittsburgh, against the team
that knocked them out of the
playoffs in January.
"That's the thing we try to
get to around here," said right
tackle Willie Anderson, blood
oozing from the bridge of his
nose. "It's not about one player
or one side. With our schedule,
this team can't be one-sided."
By contrast, Cleveland's
ol'fensenevergotoffthegroimd.
The bumbling Browns failed lo
get more than one first down
on any first-half drive.

From Page 7
but ended the game on
another painful note.
Brian Russell's high hit
knocked off Johnson's helmet
on the Bengals' final pass,
leaving his white No. 85 jersey
spotted with blood. Johnson
had still had glassy eyes and
several stitches just below his
chin when he emerged from
the trainer's room.
"How do 1 look?" he said, trying to focus his eyes.
He was too disoriented to
conduct an interview.

"I talked to Chad," Palmer

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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total points based on ?S points tot
a lirst-place vote through one point
(or a 25ih-place vote, and previous
ranking

to No. 6 after its 47-21 victory at
Notre Dame, and the Fighting
Irish fell lOspotstoNo. 12.Texas
was No. 7, and the Longhorns
now have the longest current
streak of poll appearances at 96.
dating to Oct. 15,2000.
Louisville moved up four
spots to No. 8 after sending
Miami to ils first 1-2 siarl since
1997. The Hurricanes received
78 points, leaving them second
behind Alabama among the
others receiving votes.
Georgia was No. 9 and I SI I
slipped four spois lo No. 10. No.
11 was Virginia Tech, followed
by Notre Dame and Oregon,
which jumped five spols after
i(s wild 34-33 victory over
Oklahoma.
No.
14
was Iowa and
Tennessee dropped two spols
(o 15th. It'll moved up lour
spols to No. 16 after extending the nation's longest winning
streak lo 13 games.
Oklahoma dropped I wo spols
to No. 17 and Florida State fell

Record PlsPvs
1 Ohio Si (59) JO 1.6171

2 Auburn (2)5-01S07 5
5 Southern Cal (2) 2-01.494 i
4 West Wginia (2)5-01.4195
5 Florida501.550/
6M<l»gan5-01i9/n
Z. leas 2-11.180 8
8. Louisville 5-01.12112
9 Georgia 5-01.10510
I0.ISU2-H.08S6
II Virgin* lech 5-0 95114
12. Notre Dame 21912 2
15. Oregon 50 85518
14 Iowa 5-0 85116
15 Tennessee 2158515
16 TCU 5-0 527 20
17 Oklahoma 2-1 51015
18 Florida St. 2 1466 9
19 0emson2l599
20 AmonaSt 5058422
20. Boston College 5-0 584 25
22 California 2-1585 21
25. Nebraska 2-116219
24 Penn St. 2-1145 25
25 Boise St 50110
Others receiving votes Alabama
94. Miam 28. Rutgers 46. UCLA

nine spots to No 18 after ii lost

40. Michigan St. 55. Wise

27-20 to Clemson. The Tigers
victory put them back In the
rankings ai No. 19,

Missouri 22. Georgia lech 19. Texas
Tech 16. Texas ASM 9. Arkansas 2.
Purdue 2

RUNNERS

BRODT
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hard work is starting to pay off and
I am extremely happy for her."
Also selling a personal lies' "as
freshman Catty Bates, who finished tenth in the race with a time
of 1*06, I"> seconds fastct-ihanhei
previous personal bast
"Carry has a great altitude and

work ethic." said Wells. "I think
Carry will only gel stronger as the
season goes on as she develops
more confidence.*
Stephanie llillman was the
fourth Falcon to cross the finishing line, finishing 11th with a
time of 19:11. Finishing behind
llillman at 14lh was Kara Under

with a time of 19:36. Andrea

2
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I'creira de Almeida and Bridget
Dalic and Kylie Korsnack rounded out the top 20 of (he Mel
Brodt Invitational, finishing at
18, 19 and 20.
The learn will head
lo
Minneapolis, Minn, next weekend
to compete amongst the nations
best in the Roy Ciriak Invitational.
This meet is one of the most
competitive meets In the country and il will feature top ranked
teams from all over the 1 IS." said
Wells. "I chose to lake llie team
to this meet so that they would
be exposed to some great competition and get to race against
some teams from other regions
of the country and also lo gel a
6K race in before the regional
meet in November."

tough field this year," she
slid.
I his is nnlv llie Falcons'
second meet of the season
after competing in a dual
meet whh rival Toledo on
Sepl. I in which (he Tain)its
lost to Toledo by a narrow
five points.
The Falcons still have ai
leasl live ineels this year.
depending on post-season
meets, which Wells was
quick to point out concerning the Bacons' Future.
I he falcons were without freshman Millars Maiyo
on Saturday due to a knee
Injury from the dual meet
With Toledo tWO weeks ago.
Maiyo is looking forward
to returning and to helping
with the team effort
He's hoping to lie a contributor to kipchoges sin

cess giving him competition
even when iheoihei teams
can't bring il.
"My goal this season is
lo push Eddie He looked
alone up there," Maiyo said,

tONYDEJAK
DOWN AND OUT: Cleveland Indians pitcher Paul Byrd tries to throw out Minnesota
Twins' Joe Mauer in the third mnmg after Mauer bunted m baseball action yes:, i
Cleveland. Mauer was sale at first base The Twins went on lo win
wl now head to Boston

Twins keeping up with Tigers
by playing good defense
CLEVELAND (AP)—While trying to catch first-place Detroit,
the Minnesota [tains are cati h
ing everything hit theirway, too.
Minnesota turned five double plays loi the first time in 11
years and Scotl Maker pitched
six strong innings as the [Wins
heal the Cleveland Indians Ii
1 Sunday to move within one
game of the Tigers In the AI
Central.
"GUVS made good plays
behind me all day, scon Baker
said aftei pitching six
strong innings. "It gives von a
lot ot confidence knowing guvs
will make the plays."
The Twins came In three
games ahead of Chicago in the
wildcard chase and won for
the eighth time in ID games.

Minnesota is 11-21 since a 6-1
loss 10 ( leveland dropped the
[tains 12 games back on Inly 13.

Baker (5-8) finally put together
a good outing against Cleveland,
allowing one run and six hiis.
The right-hander came In 0-3
with a 6.64 ERA in four careei
starts against the Indians.
"I can't tell you how good it
feels to pilch well in this kind ol
situation," Bakei said.
Manager Ron Gardenhire
saiil Raker has been a different pitcher in three September
slat is since returning from
a one-month slay at Triple-A

Rochester,
"He made a loi of good pitches

to gel double play S," (iaidcnhiic
said. "That's the one thing we've
been preaching to him, II you
pilch to contact, we'll catch it.
We're good al that. We made a

lot of good plays in the infield.''

The Falcons travel to

Man (merrier pitched the
final three innings tin his first
career save. Kevin Koii/manoff
grounded into his second double play of the game to end It.

Minneapolis. Minn, next
Saturday loi the Roy (iriak
Invitational, which has
hosted big name teams
such as Ohio State, fXike.
Iowa and the defending
Division I national champion Wisconsin team,

live double plays in .1 game was
linic.i. 1995,against Texas,
Jason lyner had three hits
while Torii Hunter and Phil
Nevin each drove in Iwo runs
to help Minnesota improve to
20-7 on the road since open-

The last time Minnesota made

ing the season 9-24 away from
the Metrodome, 1 he Italns
are 3-1 on then final trip ol the
season, which concludes with
three games each at Boston and
Baltimore.
"We know what's at hand,'
(iardenhire said "it you can'i
gel leady to plav in Boston, you
can't play any where. Il'sagreal

atmosphere.'
Hunter is keeping the [tains'
situation in perspective, 100
"I'm a realist." he said. "Were
not going 10 win 13 in a row.
We're going 10 lose some games.
I'm onI)•ihiiikingaboui Tuesday
in Boston."
Cleveland has lost 10 ol 11
since designated hittei Travis
Hafncr was lost foi the season
with a broken right hand on
Sepl. 2. The Indians made three
errors and misplayed a couple ol
oihei situations

"Go ask them if you think they
should make plays," manage]
Trie Wedge said ol his voting
team, I m nOI pleased and il
will be addressed."
Hunter's two-run single with
the bases loaded broke a l-l lie
in the third against Paul Byrd
1 eii
fielder
Franklin
Gutierrez's throwing error on
the plav allowed the runnels
to advance, and two mine runs
scored when Nevin tollovved
with a grounder off third base
man \nriv Matte's glove that
was ruled a single.

" Dial plav should he made."
Wedge said, "y'nii saw Minnesota
plav defense."
The Indians, who totaled
only in runs in a 1-5 homestand
against the [tains and Kansas
City Royals, look a 1-0 lead
before making an out
Grad) Slzemore walked, took
sei olid on a single by I lector
Luna and seined on Casey
Blake's single.
I he Twins tied It with an
unearned run in the second.
With two outs. Hunter real bed
when first baseman Ryan
Garten couldn't handle a throw

for an error.
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Atlantis kicks
off'rush hour
in space'

Basketball players shot at Pittsburgh dormitory

ByMik«Schn«id«f
The Associated Press
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Sam Ashaolu. above, was one of two

Stuard Baldorudo. above, was one of two

Aaron Jackson, above, was one of the five

Shawn James, above, was one of the five

Kojo Mensah. above, was one of the five

critically injured players m the shooting

critically injured players tn the sltooting

players involved in the shooting.

players involved in the shooting

players involved in the shooting.

outside Vickroy Hall, the dormitory where the shootings
took place.
The players most badly
injured were 6-foot-7 forward
Sam Ashaolti, a transfer from
lake Region Slate College and
,i cousin ol former Houston
Rockets star I lakeetn Olajnwon.
and Stuard Ualdonado, a 67 transfer from Miami I lade
College who was considered the
Dukes'best recruit.
Ashaolu is from loronln, and
his patents were traveling to
Pittsburgh yesterda) to be with
their son.
heated and released from
Mercy Hospital were ti-io
Shawn lames, the nation's leading shot blacker List season at

Northeastern University before
transferring to Duquesne; Kojo
Mensah, a guard who averaged
nearly 17 points last season at
Siena l>efore transferring, and
Aaron lackson, a guard who is
one of only two returning play
ers from Duquesnc's 3-24 team
ol last season.
New Duquesne coach
lion Everhart, formerly at
Northeastern, had rebuilt the
Duquesne program almost
from scratch after being hired
in March by bringing in 10
new recruits — one of the most
sweeping upheavals of any
Illusion I program in recent
years,
According to police, two playei s were returning from a social

function on campus when they
encountered a man who apparently had been disruptive at the
party. After the players tried to
calm down the man. the plavci s
began walking away, only to be
shot. Several other players who
were nearby rushed to their aid,
also to be shot.
lames, expected to he
Duquesnc's top player when he
becomes eligible in the 200708 season and an NBA prospect, was shot in the foot hut
no bones were broken. Mensah
was believed to have been shot
in the shoulder, lackson was
shot in the hand.
The shooter was not a
Duquesne student, police
said. Duquesne is located in

downtown Pittsburgh.
"First and foremost, we
are concerned about our students and are praying thai
each of them has a full recovery.' Duquesne spokeswoman

By Alan Robinson
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH -FlveDuquesne
basketball players, all but one ol
them new players who enrolled
only this month, were shot early
yesterday morning during an
apparent act of random violence
on campus. Fwo players were In
critical condition .it a hospital.
Pittsburgh police were
searching for a man believed
to have done the 9hootlngs,
and were Investigating whether
anyone else was Involved. The
shootings occurred about 2:15
a.m. as several players were
returning from an on-campus
party at the student union and
others were sitting on benches

Bridget Fare said In a statement
"We will offer support and ser\ic es to the victims and their
families, as well as to our other
siiiik'nis who may have been
affected by this tragic incident.
I his type of situation has never
occurred before on Duquesnc's
campus, i he university is cooperating fully with the ongoing
investigation."
Several students who were
di8traughl alter witnessing the

shootings were being counseled
yesterday.

Kidnapped 14-year-old rescued after sending mother text message
By Jim Davenport
The Associated Press

LUGOFF, S.C. — Authorities
early yesterday arrested a
man suspected of kidnapping
a 14-year-old girl who sent a
cell phone text message to her
mother that led to her rescue
from a booby-trapped bunker.
Investigators arrested 37-

year-old Vinson I llyaw on
lnterstate-20 in Richland
County about 24 hours after
rescuing Elizabeth Shoaf, said
Sheriff Steve McCaskill in
neighboring Kershaw County.

about a mile from her home in a
15-foot deep hole in the side ol
a hill thai was covered with plywood. The bunker had a handdug privy with toilet paper, a
camp stove and shelves made
with cut brant lies and canvas.
McCaskill said the girl
appeared to be unharmed hut
was taken to Kershaw County
Medical Center for evaluation.
Police have not interviewed

I ilyaw will lie charged with
kidnapping, possession ol an
Incendiarj device and impersonating an officer, he said.
He said more charges likelv
will follow after Investigators
interview Shoal. Police ate let
ling her rest but probably will
talk to her today about the Sept.
l<abduction and ordeal thai followed, he said.

"The big relief was when we
found Elizabeth Shoaf alive and
well.' McCaskill said."lint it isa
great relief when you gel criminal of this type out of society
and behind bars."
Shoaf was found by deputies

her. saying they would leave hei
JIM DAVENPORT I AP PHOTO

LIVING IN A HOLE: A roll ol toilet paper
is shown inside a hand dug bunker near
Lugoff. SC where a missing gid was found
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alone until she's ready to talk.
"We're just glad thai she's
alive and she's sale and that
she will be home with us." bet
aunt. Geraldine Williams, told

posed as a police officer when
lie met shoal, and the girl was

walked around in the woods
by her captor until she became

disoriented. He used handmade grenades and a Hate gun
to threaten her while she was In
the hunker, McCaskgill said.
The unemployed construction worker also is wanted on
an unrelated sexual assault
charge.
See RESCUE | Page II

Compromise to be reached
on terrorist interrogations
By Nedra Pickl.r
The Associated Press

Dining Services is now featuring
entrees centered around a healthier you.
Look for the New "U" symbol on entrees
i inn meet the following qualifications:

w i i \-i v In Columbia. "She's a
good girl. ... We never believed
that she ran away."
Investigators said I'ilyaw

WASHINGTON — The Hush
administration and holdout
GOP senators expressed confidence yesterday they could
reach a compromise on rules for
CIA Interrogations of suspected
terrorists.
Neither the president's national security aides nor some of the
lawmakers who are resisting
White House pressure would
say how they can reconcile their
deep differences after a week ol
public sparring.
As a result, it is unclear ii
Congress quickly can pass legislation authorizing aggressive methods against terrorist
detainees, as President Bush
wants. Congress is likely to
adjourn in two weeks for the fall
elections.
Bush says CIA personnel should be able to resume
tough interrogation techniques to extract information
from detainees. Several sena
tors from his own party are
standing in the way. seeking
changes. They say the United

states must adhere strictly to
international standards in the
Geneva Conventions and thai
selling harsher ones could put
U.S. troops at risk if they are
captured.
"We have to hold the moral
high ground," said Sen. lohn
McCain of Arizona, one of the
Republicans not satisfied with
the White House proposal. "We
don't think al IJaida will ever
observe those conventions, but
we're going to be in other vx.it s
McCain elaborated later yesterdayatarecepdon in Concord.
N.I I., warning against breaking
with provisions of the Geneva
( nnventions that protect warlime prisoners. "Thai's what we
do not waul, because Americans
would he setting the precedent
for changing a treaty that has
been untouched by any nation
for 7)7 years," he said.
A Supreme Court ruling in
lune essentially said the Geneva
Conventions should apply
to suspected terrorists in CIA
custody. I he decision froze the
interrogations and eventually
led the administration to turn
See CONGRESS | Page 11

CAPE CANAVERAL, Ha.
— The international space
station's three residents bade
farewell to one set of houseguests yesterday and prepared
lor the arrival of more visitors.
The send-off of space shuttle Atlantis' six astronauts yesterday was the sian of a week
of heavy traffic al the space
station, the equivalent of rush
hour in space.
A Russian Soyuz vehicle
ferrying two new station
crew members and the first
female space tourist was set
to launch overnight, followed
by the departure of a Russian
cargo ship from the station
today. The Soyuz was scheduled to arrive at the space
Station early Wednesday, and
Atlantis was set to land at
the Kennedy Space Center in
llorida later that day.
As you need more air
traffic controllers when the
airport gets busier, that's
the situation that we're facing," U.S. astronaut Michael
Lopez-Alegria said from the
Baikonur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan, where he will
blast off in the Soyuz early
today. "I frankly think it's very
exciting and I think it bodes
well for our future."
Early yesterday, Atlantis
pilot Chris Ferguson carefully
eased Atlantis through a tight
corridor away from the station. About 450 feet away, he
fired jets to maneuver Atlantis
around the space lab so the
crew could take photos of the
crew's handiwork — a newly
expanded Station. The space
station gleamed in the reflection of the sun.
In three arduous spacewalks with the blue-green
Earth as a backdrop, the
Atlantis crew unpacked and
installed a 17 1/2-ton addition which contained a pair
Of solar wings that will ultimately generate a quarter of
the space station's power. The
wings were (he first addition
to the orbiting space lab since
the 2003 Columbia disaster.
Mission Control had asked
the crew to take photos of lite
solar arrays, a rotating joint
that will allow the solar arrays
to follow the sun and covers
where two bolls that escaped
during the spacewalks might
he hidden.
"It was a great mission.
Thanks for all the good work."
space station astronaut leff
Williams radioed Atlantis
after the flyaround. "Enjoyed
the time together... l.ook forward to seeing you back in
I louston."
Atlantis
commander
Brent lett radioed back,
"We'll see you back on Earth
... It was fun working with
you guys. Be safe the rest of
your mission."
Atlantis'
astronauts
planned to keep the vehicle
about 80 miles behind the
space station for the next two
days so that they can perform
another thorough inspection
of the spacecraft's thermal
protection skin using a boom
with sensors attached to its
end. A similar inspection took
place on the second day of the
11-day mission.
So far. no damage of the
kind which doomed space
shuttle Columbia in 2003 has
been found, and NASA managers have found nothing
that would keep Atlantis from
landing Wednesday.
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Hurricanes Helene and
Gordon pick up speed
MIAMI (API — Hurricane
Helene strengthened Into a
Category 2 storm yesterday lint
continued churning in the open
Atlantic hundreds of miles from
land, forecasters said.
The storm had maximum
sustained winds near 105 niph,
significantly stronger from a
day earlier, when winds of HO

niph were recorded.
At II a.m. EDT, Helene was
centered ahnut Mf> miles eastnortheast of the northern
leeward Islands and moving
northwest at 1(1 mph.
Ilelenes speed makes it a
strong(lategory l storm and the
National I lurricane Center said
the season's fourth hurricane
Could strengthen further.

Still, the storm, like Hurricane
Gordon, posed no immediate
threat to land.
At II a.m. EDT, Cordon had
top sustained winds near 80
mph, up slightly from earlier
yesterday,
its ragged eye was centered
ahotit 1.-195 miles west of the
A/ores and moving north

near 10 mph.
Cordon, classified as a
( an gory 1 storm, was moving significantly faster than
Saturday, when forecasters
said it was inching along at 3
mph. The hurricane center said
it expected Gordon's speed to
continue to gradually increase.
The National
Hurricane
Center's latest forecast for the
season expects between seven
and nine hurricanes, a slight
reduction front earlier predictions.
Scientists said this week that
weak l-l Nino conditions had
inhibited hurricane development by bringing higher ocean
temperatures that increase
ii osswinds over the Caribbean.
I he winds can rip storms apart
or slop them from forming.
Hut National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
scientists warned that the El
Nino effect on hurricanes has
been small so far.
\mi the season, which lasts
until Nov. 30, is still at its traditional peak.

RESCUE
From Page 10
"He dug this pit and
this child was in this pit."
McCaskill said, "lie is linked
lo her disappearance and he's
got to answer for tha(."
The sheriff said the text
message the girl sent to her
mother came from lilyaw's
cell phone and deputies began
looking for him Friday night.
Investigators used cell towers to determine a general
location of the phone used lo
send the message. "That was
the firsl break," McCaskill
said.
McCaskill said (he girl cried
out as searchers approached
the bunker where she was
found.
"She was standing at the
mouth of the bunker with
the door open.1' sheriffs Capt.
David Thomley told Wl.TX.
He said Shoaf was not tied up
and was coherent.
The bunker was protected
by a booby-trap, the sheriff
said.
Police tracking hounds
were brought in to aid in the

Officials investigate E. coli
outbreak test spinad
By Justin M. Norton
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO
Federal
agents from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
intervened this weekend to help
investigate an E. coll outbreak
tied to tainted spinach from
California's Central Valley.
The greens, which appeal to
be grown by the world's largest producer of organic produce, have sickened Hi- people.
including the death ol a 77-) eat
old woman, according to health
officials.
CDC officials said yesterday
they've started an Atlanta-based
emergency operations center to
help siate health agencies with
Ii. coli testing. Epidemiologists
arc helping lest spinach samples and stool samples of those
who have been infected, center spokeswoman I nla Russell

said.
I he center is helping when
stale health agencies can't perform the tests or when a second
opinion is needed, Russell said.
E. coli cases linked to tainted
spinach have been reported
in 19 states, with a majority of
cases in Wisconsin.
Other states reporting cases
were California, Connecticut,
Idaho,
Indiana,
Kentucky,
Maine, Michigan, Minnesota.
New Mexko, Nevada. New York.
Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Utah, Virginia. Washington
and Wyoming, according to the
CDC.
The
Food
and
Drug

Administration continued to
wai n consumers not to eat fresh
spinach or fresh spinach-containing products until further
notice.
Natural Selection Foods I.I.C
recalled its packaged spinach

by the company.

MURPHY
-Welcome Back! BGSU Students and Faculty

search for Filyaw, and helicopters with spotlights circled
overhead as night fell.
Deputies had been searching for Filyaw for months on
an unrelated charge of criminal sexual conduct against
a 12-year-old girl. McCaskill
said.
Officers irietl to arrest him
at his home earlier this week,
but he had an elaborate escape
plan involving a tunnel dug
from his bedroom lo a shed.
the sheriff said.
"When deputies came to
serve the warrant, he was
able to escape, going under
the mattress, going under the
trailer and hiding and eluding

the arrest," McCaskill said.
This is (he second case (his
year in South Carolina involving an abducted teenage girl
taken lo an underground
hideout
Kenneth
Hinson
of
I larlsville is charged with kidnapping two 17-year-old girls
March 14 and taking them to a
closet.sized dungeon behind

his home. Authorities said the
girls freed themselves and
walked to safely, and Hinson
was captured after a four-dav

manhunt

CONGRESS
From Page 10
over die lasl 14 prisoners in CIA
custody lo the military officials
riinninga prison for delainees at
(itia i it, 11 la 11H i Bay. Cuba.
Hush's national Intelligence
director, Mm Negropontc. said
the interrogation program has
had "precious little activity of
dial kind fora number of months
miw" because oli|iiestiiinsaboiit
its legality. Hut. he said.il isimporlatu that the program continue.
"It's provided invaluable
information that has saved lives
of Americans, and significant
plotsagainst ourhomeland have
been disrupted as a result. And,
surely, there is a way of finding
a way forward that would permit this program to continue
and. at the same time, do it in
a way ihat is both respectful of
our law and Constitution and
our international obligations,"
Negropontc said.
Kill, he added. "I think were
going to have to wait and see" II
a compromise can lie reached
with McCain and others.

McCain siid he is committed
to a deal

I slill believe thai we'll

be able to work this out to the
satisfaction ol everybody con
cerned," the senator said.
The White House savs the
existing ban on "cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment "satisfies IMS. treat)
obligations, [he senators' hill is
silent on the issue
Bush's proposal allows cvi
dence to be held from a defen
dant if ii is classified and allows
coerced testimony if deemed

reliable trie Senate bill requires
a judge to dismiss charges II

evidence cannot lie shared, it
also excludes any testimony
obtained by cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment.
"II it's seen thai out countrj
is trying to redefine ihc Geneva
Convention to meet the needs
ol the( I \. wli\ can't even otlia
country redefine the Geneva
Convention to meet the needs
of their secret police?" said sen
l.indscy Graham, R-S.C, another opponent ol Bush's plan. "Ii
would be a disaster.'
Bush's national securirj advis
er. Stephen Hadley, declined to
sa\ what speciin techniques,
such as waterboarding or prolonged sleep deprivation, would
lie illegal ii (iongressdid not pass
Bush's proposal

Dude,
it
we lived at

throughout the United States,
I anadaand Mexico as a precaution after federal health officials
said some of those hospitalized
reported eating brands of prepackaged spinach distributed
However, some restaurants
and retailers may be taking
spinach out of hags before selling it, so consumers shouldn't
buj it at all, die IDA said.
Boiling contaminated spinach can kill the bacteria but
washing won't eliminate it, the
CDC warned.
"We're still in the process of
alerting people of the fact that
thej need to check the refrigerator," Russell said.
The spinach could have been
contaminated in the field or
during processing. About 71
percent of (he fresh market spinach grown in the U.S. comes
from California, according (o
the California Farm Bureau
Federation
There have been previous
bacterial contamination outbreaks linked to spinach and
lettuce grown in the stale.
federal officials stressed that
the bacteria had not been isolated in products sold by Natural
Selection Foods, based in San
luan liautista, Calif., and know n
for Earthbound Farm and oilier
brands. As the investigation
continues, other brands may be
implicated, officials said.
Natural Selection officials
could not be immediately
reached for comment yesterday.
The company was founded
in 1984 by Drew and Myra
Goodman. Within two years,
Earthbound farm began shipping pre-washed, packaged
salad fixings, and the company's "spring mix" became a
mainstay of restaurants and
supermarkets.
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...we wouldn't be sitting
in this laundromat
Large capacity washer & dryer
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room
"True Separation"
soundproofing system
No parking worries
Available furnished
or unfurnished

Copper Beech Clubhouse
Full-size private bathrooms
& one powder room
Full-size dishwasher
Garbage disposal
Built-in microwave
Free cable
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ADMITS GUILT: US Rep Bob Ney. R-Oh-o. admitted improperly accepting tens of thousands of dollars worth of trips, meals, sports tickets
and casino chips whilo trying to wm favors for a disgraced Washington lobbyist and a foreign aviation company run by a gamblei known as
the Fat Man * Ney had defiantly denied any wrongdoing for months, but agreed to plead guilty in court papers filed Friday.

ACROSS

Ney pleads guilty to corruption
cap," said David H. Angeli. an

By Matt Apuno

Oregon

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Rep.

Bob

Ney's agreement lo plead guilty
to federal corruption charges
was not only the biggest win yet

defense attorney and

vice chairman of the white collar
unit for the National Association
oi Criminal Defense Lawyers.
" rhey may have started with the
easiest cases they have.'

for the Justice Department in the

Ney agreed to plead guilty to

lack Abramoff lobbying scandal,

COnspiraC] to commit fraud and

it was also a loud reminder thai

to making false statements,
lie admitted in court papers

the case is not going away.
Ney.

an

Ohio

Republican

that lie accepted tens of thou-

who spent months proclaim

sands of dollars worth of nips

ing his innocence, is the first

and other perks from Abramofl

congressman charged in the

and an International business-

corruption case,

man,
The six term lawmaker cut a

But with Abramoffs mone)
and influence spread up and

deal with prosecutors that ret

down Pennsylvania Avenue,
from Capitol Hill to the White

ommends more than two years

House,

experts

don't

expect

prosecutors to stop there
"I would be surprised il a sin
gle congressman was the only
feather

in

the

government's

in

prison. That sentence will

become something of ii benchmark in negotiations u Ith other

government officials in the case,
attorneys said,
"Anyone who's had his pho-

Officials unsure if death is
related to E. coli outbreak
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API —State

Control

and

Prevention

has

the death of a 23-month-old girl

reported 10 cases in Ohio, but

who was sickened by E. coli to

state officials bad no informa-

determine if it could be related

tion yesterday on the three other

to a muttistate outbreak that has

eases. Carey said.

been linked to tainted spinach, a

The only known death related

health department spokesman

to the 19-state outbreak so far is

said yesterday.

that of a 77-year-old Wisconsin

The death oi Olivia Perkins,
Guernsey

County,

has

woman who died of kidney failure Sept. 7.

been

Perkins said her daiighiei died

brought to the attention of the

of brain swelling, kidney failure

Ohio

of Health,

and seven acute pancreatitis.

but officials have not confirmed

She said doctors told her the lat-

whether the case is related to the

ter two weie brought on by the E.

outbreak that has sickened more

coli Infection.

Department

than 100 people, spokesman lay
Carey said.
department

and

see

year-old daughter — who was
hospitalized for nine days — still
has

he said.

weak.

The girl became ill on Aug. 7

stomach

pain

and

feels

Officials with the Cambridge-

and died Aug. 22 at Columbus

Guernsey

Children's Hospital, where doc-

Department tested water from

County

her well and didn't find evidence

tion, said her mother, Rebecca

of the deadly I.

Perkins.

said. Health officials suggested
to her that improperly (linked

ter and two of her nephews also

hamburger might have been the

became ill with P.. coli inlet linns

source, but they could mil say for

that were confirmed at the hospi-

sure, she said.

tal. They have recovered

I'cikins has asked the local

Lab tests have verified Ii. coli

health department lot testing to

infections of the strain tied to

determine whether her daugh-

spinach grown in California in

ter's death could be linked to

six people in central Ohio and

tainted spinach, she said,

one person in Preble County,

The

food

and

Administration is warning con-

officials said.

sumers not lo eat fresh spinach
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ALL STADIUM SKATING
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2 Day Advance Ticket Sales
• GRIDIRON GANG IPG-11)
7:1510:00
THE BLACK DAHLIA R i
7 10 9 50
EVERYONE'S HERO |0I
7 30 9 35
• THE COVENANT (PO-13)
700 9 20
THE WICKER MAN IMJ-I3I
7:00830
INVINCIBLE |PG|
7 00930
ACCEPTEOirO-131
7 4510 00
STEP UPiPG-13!
710 940
WORLD TRADE CENTER (PG-DI 7:00 9:45
TALLAOEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
BOBBY (re-11)
7 059 30
8ARNYAR0 THE ORIGINAL PARTY
ANIMALS IPS)
7 409:50
LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE |R|
7 20 9 40

423-2861

MIIMMV-nil HMIAVMI VT.MS. Ml MIOUMI.50
HUIIUM NHAVU1.SM1S. Al I SHOWS 82.50

THE ANT BULLY (PS)

7:10910

MONSTER HOUSE 1P01
LITTLE MAN (PS-Ill

7:109:10
7 20 9:30

CLICK IPO-01
7 009:20
A PRAIRIE HOME C0MPANI0N|PC-I3)7 00 920
CARS IB)
7 00920

or fresh spinach-containing
products until further notice.

APARTMENTS
For Rent
602 Second Street. Apt. 2
Two Bedroom Apartment
Unfurnished within d house Year
lease. $395 per mo. School lease
$450 per mo. Tenant pays all utilities.
244 N. Enterprise. Rm 1
Room (or a male in a rooming house.
Share utilities, kitchen
and bath with other tenants.
$135.00 per month until 5/5/07
90S Napoleon Road
Three bedroom, 1.5 bath townhouse
with one car garage, appliances
including washer and dryer Limit 3
people.Tenant mows lawn. $800.00
per month.Tenant pays utilities.
174S Limenck - Shamrock Village
located behind Bob Evans.Two
bedroom, 2.5 bath condo with
appliances including washer and
dryer. One car garage Limit 2
people. $900.00 per month.Tenant
pays utilities.
All Available Immediatley

Classified Ads

Ihr Hi. Nnm mil tint knuuin
■dvcrtlwimnli ihal dticrtrnlniin ot
■ >:ist niinii.iln.li IgalrM .ui\
individual a group on il» b**ri ol i" ■
m.coloi creed reUfpon naitontl origin,
HROIOI orientation, dtMbiMty, MUIH .^
.i veteran n mi the bull ■>) an> othei
iiy.iiii prowi led si
nreMTvetthenghtlodedlne
dUcontlni
i revtec an) adw
MI.II M ihow pound i" I"- defamatory,
lacking HI fa< iii.ii i:
fab* in nature Ml Khntbemenii are
11 ting and approval

City Events
RUMMAGE SALE
at Trinity United Methodist Church,
corner ol Summit & Court Sts BG.
Thurs. 9 21: 9-6. Fn. 9 22. 9-4 (1 2
price day). Sat 923: 9-12 (bag day)
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COMPUTER REPAIRS

or call 419.352.3568
am win Mfaaatar Bawiina Crr«

Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

Pregnant? Confidential, free S professional testing BG Pregnancy
Center 419 354-4673

Exotic Dancers.
No experience needed: will train.
Call after 8pm 1-877-258-2764.

3 bdrm house, I block from shuttle
Garage. A/C. W/D hookup
NO
PETS $750 8 ulil 419-353-8208

TOLEDO COUNTRY CLUB
Is hiring lor Tues.-Sun shifts
Lunch servers - $10ihr
Evening servers - $10 hr
Evening mailre d - $12 50 hr
Apply in person on Tue-Fn 2-4pm
3949 River Road. Toledo OH 43614
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Atlordable 1 bdrm.. quiet * cozy.livmg room, lireplace. kitchen. $395
mo plus electric. 419 654-5716.

Learn a skill tor life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables com

SEMESTER UNLIMITED TANNING

$59.00

Spring Break 2007 Celebration. 20lh
Anniversary w; Sun Splash Tours
Free trip on every 12 before Nov 1
Free Meals & Parties. Hottest Deals
Ever Group Discounts on 6* Hottest Spring Break Destinations 1 800-426-7710 sunsj

JOIN US FOR LUNCH
IN THE GREENERY
AT THE UNION
11:30-2
Monday - Friday

Travel with STS to this year's top 10
Spring Break destinations1 Best
deals guaranteed1 Highest rep commissions. Visit www.ststravel.com or
call 1-800-648-4849 Great group

discounts.

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
•Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
■ Pets welcome!
-FREE HEAT
VARUTI tQllll
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VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
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419-353-7715 t«j*

For Sale

CONDO FOR RENT-WESTON, OH
$650 mo. . Sec. 2 BR. 1BA newly
remodeled, newer appliances. WD,
Satellite ready, private deck, garage,
attic storage, pels OK. Assoc. tees
incl. in rent. Please call Leslie
@4194944148

CAMPUS TAN - 352-7889

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to $300'day No
exp necessary. Training provided

Call 800-965-6520 exl. 174.
Myles Baker Street, a new pastry
shop close to campus, is hiring lull
time and part time counter help.
EARLY mornings, afternoons, and
weekends Accepting applications at
Myles Dairy Queen 434 E. Wooster
St. 419-494-4468

BIG BREAKFAST
MEAL DEAL
Weekday Mornings 7;30» 11:30
McDonald Dining

Travel

NO PETS!

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
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419-372-6977
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Strange
Massive ref. work
Famed Spanish fleet
Wildebeest
Connecting words
"Island of the Blue Dolphins"
author
"True
*
Rasputin, e.g.
Like a hereditary condition
Norse deity
Equine buddy, perhaps
Tree trunk
Bart's bus driver
Bogged down
Snow racer
Light gas
Frighten

-

Health

tors confirmed the I., coli infec-
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Perkins said she often buys

what we can find out about it,"

Party
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bagged spinach. She said her 3-

"We'll check with the local
health
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Bucolic
Singer Krauss
Kind of bomb
Coffee choice
Agenda entries
Mournful sounds
Billy of rock
Allied org.
Medic or normal lead
in
Way of old Rome
Surrender formally
appetit!

———

The federal Centers for Disease

health officials will look into

who lived near Cambridge in

togtaph taken with Abtamofl
gets nervous when someone
else pleads guilty. rheyYe looking over (heir shoulders, they're
calling their lawyers," said Lot
Angeles white collar defense
attorney Michael I. Proctor,
Thai list includes former
House Majority Leader Tom
Delay. R-TBxas, who is under
scrutiny in the case, and Sen.
Conrad Hums, R-Monl., who
received aboul $150,000 in
donations from Abramoff and
his associates and whose aides
traveled on the lobbyist's jei to
the 2001 Super Bowl.
Rep. lohn Doolittle, R-Calif.,
also used Abramoffs luxurj spoils box for a fundraisei
without Initially reporting it
DooUttle's wile and one ol his
former aides also worked for
Vbramoff.

1 Bends out of shape
6 Lead actor
10 Venomous vipers
14 Nimble
15 Encore!
16 Political alliance
17 Conductor's guide
19 Author Ephron
20 Sense of taste
21 Naval might
23 Soft drink
25 Male gamete
26 Foundation
29 SonSi Upolu resident
34 Sailor's org.
35 Corridors
37 News anchor Counc
38 Valerie Harper sitcom
40 Lubricate
41 Slur over
42 Conduit for waste

Zodiac sign
Brief summaries
Deviant
Common special effect
Skin opening
Wound reminder
44
Current events sourc- 47
es
49
Topped out
51
Permit
53
Saclike cavity between 54
joints
55
One of Jacob's sons
56
Winter vehicle
58
Carbon-arc lamp
Assisted
59
Requirements
60
More difficult
63
Throw
Desensitized

Llleguards Needed tor the Nichol
Therapy Pool. Hours are varied. Sal
ary S8 25 per hour. Must hold a Life
guard Certification Ironi ihe Amen
can Red Cross. YMCA or Ellis & As
sociates. Applicalion packet may be
obtained from Wood County Board
of MRDD, 11160 East Gypsy Lane
Rd . Bowling Green, Enl. B. Monday
- Friday. 8 00 am ■ 4 00 pm. E.O E.
Sports Technician - Provide and
coordinate appropriate training and
competition opportunities in Special
Olympics and unified sports activities. Pan-lime contracted position:
position available until tilled Applicalion packel may be obtained from
Wood County Board ot MR/DD.
11160 Easl Gypsy Lane Rd.. Bowling Green. Ent. B. Monday - Friday.
800 am - 4:00 pm E.O E.

00 Honda Accord Coupe EXL. V6.
Loaded wilh leather, moonrool.
spoiler, all power, newer tires, new
timing bell $8900 OBO. Call 419345-5050

DO YOU LONG TO BE A PIRATE?
Join Us
September 19m All Day
International Talk like
a Pirate Day
@ McDonald Dining

PONTIAC '97. Sunfire SE. 112k
miles; coupe, a/c. cd. teale green;
$2000. 419-353-5967 after 5;00 pm

For Rent

"• Avail. Now Rms. low as $225 Mo.
Also unils starlingl -1 -07 & 07-08
S.Y @cartyrentals com or call
419-353-0325 9am-9pm
2 BR DUPLEX
CLEAN, QUIET CLOSE
$540'MO . UTIL. 419-352-1104
1 & 2 bedroom apt.
New'quiel location w/ laundry on site
Well maintained, w.dishwasher.
central AC. Available Now.
Call Heather at 419 354-6036.
MONDAY
OODLES OF NOODLES
Lunch:11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

Deluxe 1 bedroom furnished apt. on
Manville near the water tower. Available immediately 419-352-5239.
Cozy, quiel 1 bdrm. apt. in BG.
$455mo No sec. dep.. no util.
For more mlo call 419-352-9979
Male has furnished room lor rent
with freedom of house to a clean,
neal. and honest student $200 deposit $250 rent. 419-354-6117,

Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unil apt looking lor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking for Spr. Sem. Fully turn,
spacious kit., brand new appliances.
W/D. A/C. central heat, breakfast
bar. hi-spd cable & internet incld. in
rent $650 mo 216-538-0061
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Ivywood Apartments
Theresa Fry
419-352-7691
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available now.
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully furnished, includes all utilities
& 25" TV. Free wireless internet
Call 419-352-1520
www buckeyeinnandstiidins ram
Retired teacher & professor will
share house with graduate student
or other professor 5 bdrm . 2 wood
burning fireplaces, wooded lot $255
mo. incld partial util Call alter 7 &

Bave message 419 352 5521
Rooms 'or rent on a month to month
basis Large bedrooms in small
town. Good for ihe serious student
or someone not wanting the hassle
ot finding sub-leasers $350/month
all utilities included. Serious inquiries only. 419-352-9542 or e-mail
slorres@bgsualumni.com.
Simply styling our 1 bdrm. apis,
have lots of style -for a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352 0590

